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National Guard Preparing For Chairman Smith of Committee Startling Death Bed Affidavit No Other Official Remembers He Criticizes Arizona Consti- Locomotive and Six Cars Drop Yale, Harvard With
Cambridge
tution In Unmeasured
on Territories Will Offer
of Gustav Kissell Made
Having Ever Seen This
Twenty Feet to Pavement
Encampment at Lat Vegas
Figure In Victories
Terms
Amendment.
Public.
Missive.
Below.
July 18.
Won.
Governor Mills has appointed Anto- (By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July. 11. Fresh
nio Lucero of East Las Vegas, San
from a conference with President
Miguel!Ounty, a notary public.
For the Treasury.
Taft, Chairman Smith of the Senate
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Committee on Territories today gave
has received the following sums lor notice of an amendment to eliminate
the treasury: Jose y Torres, treasur- the judiciary recall provision in the
er of Socorro county, $1,275.35; Game Arizona constitution and said that if
and Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, the resolution is adopted as it passed the House it would be vetoed. ,
$10.75.
Vote on Statehood This Session.
New Company.
Articles of incorporation were filed Special to the New Mexican.
in the territorial secretary's office by
Washington, D. C, July J 1 Chairthe TJ. S. Potasfr Fertilizer and Devel- man Smith of the Committee on TerAlritories presented the majority report
opment Company whose office is at
Otero county and J. R. Do on the Flood resolution: "In accor, amogordo,
Mier is named as the statutory agent. dance with provisions of tue enabling
' The company is Incorporated at $300,-00- 0 act, New Mexico and the Arizona, have
and the paid In capital is $2,000. complied with the requirements of
The incorporators are K. W. Carpen- the said act, and it is the desire of
ter, A. U. Humes,. J. E. Martin, A. P. the majority that the House Joint ResWlntermute all of Delaware, unio, olution No. 14, wit amendments, be
each owning 350 shares; A. B. John- favorably reported."
He also anson of Mt. Gilead, Ohio, 350 shares and nounced he would later present an
'

Joan K.
shares.
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amendment requiring the elimination
of the recall of judges in Arizona before admission and that he would ask
for a day for a vote on the amendments and the resolution.
Senator Nelson said he would later
present a minority report, that all favored the immediate admission of
New Mexico, except that a small number were opposed to Arizona and positively objected to the recall of the
Judges, prpvided for in the Arizona
constitution.
Insurgent Senator Bristow said he
would not consent to an adjournment
of the session until a vote on the admission of New Mexico and Arizona
had been taken.
Se nator Sutherland of Utah made a
convincing speech against the initiative,' referendum and recall of judges
in. the Arizona constitution..
Insurgents Will Fight Amendments.
Washington, D. C., July 11 In printing the report of the Senate committee
on the House Bill, Chairman Willian
Alden Smith gave notice in the Senate
of an amendment to require the people of Arizona to so modify their constitution that the recall provision
shall not apply to the judiciary. The
amendment would require that the
question be submitted to the voters
and admission would be dependent upon its adoption. Under the resolution
as ti passed the. House, the constitu
tion would stand accepted even if the
modification should fail of acceptance.
The question has been canvassed on
both sides of the Senate chamber and
it. is said that so far, only Republican
insurgent senators hold out against
it. They wish the federal indorsement
of the recall principle.

Encampment July 18.
The New Mexico National Guard is
preparing for encampment at Las Ve- gas July 18, and many of the boys are
looking forward with pleasure to it,
even if therje will be a good deal of
work. The guardsmen who have not
auiMU ou.im
J UUiaiuU
do well to get fitted out as the weather may be rather warm and the khaki
is required.
The encampment begins
a week from today and companies
from all over the territory 'will be represented at camp.
Those who wish to take the vaccine
tr&atm&nt offnlnaf tvnhnif. will htf at
.
the armory Thursday-night- .
Messenger wanted.
The Weather Bureau in this city
is in a fix." Its present messenger,
Vernon E. Small, has resigned. There
"
is no available;(iiame on the Civil Service list and the vacancy must be
filled with, a temporary appointment,
w- There is no money
available ""to"" advertise and no applicant who wants
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anxiously scanning the town for a
young man to act as messenger. If
there is any ambitious youth of that
kind and he sees Mr. Linney first,
he might land the job which is considered quit'e a desirable one.
Land Office.
Despite the large business transact-- j
ed by the Santa Fe land office during

the past yar statistics which are furnished today by Receiver Fred Muller,
show that over eight million acres of
land are still open for settlement in the
Santa Fe district, one of six land dis-

tricts in New Mexico. It would seem
that the Sunshine State may still have
a slogan to bring many more home- -

,
steaders.
These are over eight and a half ARIZONA NATIONAL GUARD
IN ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT.
million acres in the Santa Fe land
district which are subject to entry
Ten Companies Under Command
in the following counties:
of
Bernalillo 116,340 acres'
Colonel A.M. Tuthill at Camp
Colfax 42,980 acres
Brodie.
Guadalupe 595,760 acres.
i

McKlnley 868,980 acres.
Mora 184,450 acres.
Rio Arriba 528,205 acres.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C. , July 11. A
death-beaffidavit of Gustave Kissell,
indicted jointly with former officers
of the American Sugar Refining Company on charges of conspiracy to
restrain trade through the absorption
of the Pennsylvania Sugar Refining
Company in 1903 was introduced in
evidence today when the House
d

Sugar trust committee resumed

its

Inquiry.

The affidavit never befoiie made
public, was submitted by T. S. Fuller,
counsel for the Sugar trust, upon request of W. B. Guthrie, .Kis sell's attorney and members of Kissell's fa-

"
"
r- mily.'
"The affidavit," said Mr , Fuller,
"was taken in the hospital in New
York a few days before ' Kissell'a
death last April, when he ' realized
that he would probably not live to go
to trial on the indictment."
Kiss-ell'statement says he had expressed a desire to testify under oath
before the Federal Grand Jury regarding his connection with the
loan made by the American
Sugar Refining Company through him
on
to Adolph Segal of Philadelphia,
indictKissell's
which transaction
ment was based, but that he had been
indicted before he had an opportunity
to testify. Conscious of his "dangerous"- illness, Kissell made this declaration:
"The charges made in the indictment that I entered into an unlawful
conspiracy with the directors of the
American Company or anybody else
in any way or form, is untrue and the
allegations that I deceived Mr. Segal
at any time or in any way and that I
wrongfully and unlawfully endeavored to injure him financially and to
hinder him paying- his debts and '. to
prevent the Pennsylvania Sugar Refining Company from engaging in bufoundation or supsiness
port in the facts, and directly in con.:
;
flict with the truth.. ,:.
,,.
"I did everything in my power in
good faith to assist him' financially
and to help pay oft the loan and start
the refinery and my financial interests were at all times with him and
not with the American Company."
Kissell admitted voting to close
down the Pennsylvania Sugar Refinery because it required too much mo
ney to operate.
Robert M. Parker, traffic manager
of the American Sugar Refining Com
pany, testified today that the sugar
trust had no advantage over competitors in railroad, rates in New York.
"Did the American Sugar Refining
Company ever receive any offer of
lower rates from the railroads?" "
"Not to my knowledge. I would
tell them to give the same rates to
'
all." '.
"Then you don't want conces
'
sions?" ;
'No, we don't want to go to jail."
'Don't the railroads have to cut
their published rates to meet some low
water rates?"
'They never ao. You could not get
a railroad in the united states to
charge under a published rate under
.'.
any conditions."
-

t

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Phoenix, Ariz., July 11. Eight com- ' '
r antes of the Arizona National Guard
Sandoval 668,900 acres.
arrived here today from different
San Juan 1,434,280 acres
points throughout the territory and
623,510 acres.
with two companies from this city INSURANCE COMPANIES PROBE
, San Miguel OKA
'
AAA
1
n
DEATH OF MILLIONAIRE,
rft.
aib
proceeded to Prescotf, where at Camp
;
Socorro 881,560 acres.
the
annual encampment of the
Brodie,
'
Arizona militia will be held. The en Mysterious Taking Off of Wealthy Chi
Taos 466, 480 acres. '
i
"acres.
cago Grain Dealer Reveals Fin- Torrance 77,390
which will last ten days,
'
- campment,
anclal Trouble,:?
Valencia 1,003,250 acres.
will be under the command of Colonel
A. M.- - Tuthill of Morencl, ranking ofTotal 8,548,525 . acres.
' ' Of tMs .total, the surveyed
land ficer of the Arizona National Guard.
(By Special Leased Wlr to New Mexican)
is 6,386,125 acres and the unsurveyed
Chicago, 111., July 11. Mystery in
Is 2,162,400 acres.
the death of James E. Pettlt, whose
financial difficulties came to light last
Other Items. ,
DAMAGE
Other details of the year's business FLOOD
night, wa- - probed further today when
are as follows: ,
interested insurance officials asked
Commuted homestead proofs, 332;
Deputy Coroner Conrad, of Waukegan,
for a
excesses, 66; isolated tract sales, 34;
ol the inquest, and a
examination to determine
original desert land entries, 239; final
desert land proofs,' 8; cemetery purwhether death was from drowning, as
was reported, or some other cause. ;
poses, 1: mineral entries, 2; simultaneous bids, 2; original homestead act, Adobe Houses Crumble and Meantime the news that the late
202; final homestead proofs. 357; soldgrain dealer and president of the
Fall, Railroad Tracks Un-iers additional homesteads, 3; horne- Peavy Grain-- Company, had been In
der Water
stead declaratory, 6; coal declaratory,
financial straits caused a stir in bank11; mineral applications, 5; adverse
ing circles and a meeting of the com'
mineral appl.j 1; railroad selections,
mittee of bankers having the dead
A
CANQTILUI brokers' affairs in hand, was called.
15; state selections, 36.
DROWNINGJT
Total entries made from July 1, 1910,
The committee will endeavor to
to June 30, 1911, were 2,136.
learn the exact amount of Pettlt's deot
The total amount of money received Loss In Ware Houses and Store variously estimated at from $750,000 to
twice that much.
"yduring fiscal year ending June 30, 1911,
Is Heavy Through Early
was $96,339.21.
On the board of trade, the, Peavy
Downpour
brokers were busy in the pit closing
OWNERS OF SANTA ROSA V
out accounts of customers, or trans.SUED FOR DAMAGES. (By 1 Special Leased Wire to'Kew'Mextoan) ferring them as a preliminary to the
(
Pasoj. Texas, July 11. A rainfall closing up of the Chicago end of the
Something Like Two Million Dollars of ', 1.47 , inches following; previous commission department of the busi'
heavy rains caused flodo conditions ness. .',
Will Bo Demanded by ;
in EJ Psad Talley today. Property
Passengers,
damage nas oeen. neavy and one "BET YOU MILLION!"
has been reported at Canu
to
New
Mexican;
Wire
drowning
leased
Bpeelal
GATES IS DYING.
"By
Los Angeles, Calif., July 11. Many tlllo, 13 miles above El Paso.
In
El
Vaso,
adobe
steam
houses In (By Special laeased Wire to Ifew Mexican)
of the survivors of the wrecked
many
er Bants Rosa were in consultation lower parts of the city crumbled and Paris, July 11. The condition of
nere yesterday with attorneys and It fell and: stores and warehouses were John W. Gates, the American financier.
is estimated vine damage suits to be flooded. Tracks on the Santa Fe rail was worse today and his physicians
begun against the" Pacific Coast road in the western part of the city state that their patent is in a criti'
Steamship tympany will aggregate were washed out and trains will be de- cal condition:
;
rf,
Washouts on 'the
A committee of the stfrvi- layed for hours.
$2,000,000.
8on Arrives. ;;;.V?; r;i':;;'"''i
vors demanded immediate settlement Mexican National have delayed traf ' Paris, July 11. Charles Gates, who
s
of person fic five hours and other roads have hastened to his father's bedside from
by the. company for
bad washouts of less serious nature. New .York, arrived here today. .
al baggage. .
'

'

A

'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 11. Washington is waiting with much interest
for the story to be told "tomorrow before the House Committee on expenditures In the Interior Department by
Miss M. F. Abbott, who claims to have
copied from the flies of the Interior
Department a letter from Richard S.
Ryan, to the then Secretary Richard
A. Ballinger,
that Rfan
showing
sought. the aid of Charles T. Taft in
securing President Taft's approval of
the opening of the water front on
Controller Bay, Alaska.
The committee was not in session
today.
Up to this time, Miss Abbott appears to have been the only person
to have seen the mysterious letter.
Secretary Fisher has. said that a
thorough search of the department
files failed to reveal such a letter.
,

.

President Taft has statedthat he
had never talked with his brother
about Ryan or Controller Bay, and
iv is announced that neither the files
at the White House nor those of
Charles P. Taft show correspondence
on the subject.
Ashmun Brown, former Secretary
to Mr. Ballinger, from whom Miss
Abbott claims to have secured
the
letter, has denied absolutely any
knowledge of it. According to published accounts. Miss Abbott will testify that she found attached to a typewritten letter from R. S. Ryan, from
Ballinger dated June 13, 1910, this
note: "Dear Dick: I went to see
the President the other day about this
Controller Bay affair.
The President asked me whom it
was I represented. I. told him, according to our agreement, that I represented myself. But that did not
satisfy him. So I went for Charles
P. Taft and asked him to tell his
brother who it was I represesnted.
The President made no further objection to my claim.
.
"Yours,
DICK."
,
Distinguished Witnesses.
Washington, D. C, July 11. A list
of witnesses madfe up late today by
the Committee conducting the inquiry
is said to include the following:
Charles P. Taft, brother of the President.
Daniel Guggenheim, head or the
Alaska Syndicate.
Frank H., Hitchcock, Postmaster General.
Walter L. Fisher, Secretary of the
.

Interior.
Richard S. Ryan, the alleged promoter and a large number of land office clerks. The inquiry promises to
be a long one.

EL PASO

post-morte-
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that instrument.
Accepting the application of the refs
erendum pric'ple as wise where it
to such general enactments as a
state constitution, Mr. Sutherland contended that the general public never
would give sufficient time to get legislation to pass intelligently upon it.
"The peopel as a whole," he said,
"have neither the inclination, the specialized training, nor the time requisite to enable them to master the thousand and one details necessary to qualify them wisely to discharge the functions of ordinary legislation."
Mr. Sutherland generally criticized
the attitude of the progressives of all
parties as "Utopian."
Democrats Fail to Set Date.
Washington, D. C, July 11. An attempt to secure an agreement to vote
on the Canadian reciprocity bill July
19, the free list bill, July 20, and the
wool tariff bill, July 21, was made in
the Senate today by Senator Watson
ap-lie-

of West Virginia.
The motion was
lost on objection by Senator Cummins.

BOOTLEGGERS

Minister and Town Officials Put on
Masks to Drive Out Illegal
Liquor Dispensers.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Grand Junction, Colo., July 11. A
mob of masked and armed citizens of
Palisade, Colorado, last night took the
law into their own hands, and visiting
a number of places where liquor has
been sold Illicitly, orded the alleged
"Bootleggers" to leave town immedi-

ately.

Ministers and town officials are said
to have been in the vigilance com-

mittee. The liquor dispensers are
defiant and violence is looked for unless they comply with the demands
to close up immediately and leave.
Sad Tidings Mrs. John H. Walker,
of Grant avenue, received the sad tidings today of the death this morning
of her uncle, J. D. Matherson, aged 76

years,

a

prominent resident of

Gaines-

ville, Florida. - The deceased is survived by his wife and a son who is a

practicing attorney

In

f lorida.

MEXICO
it

GOOD

BALLOONS

New York and Kansas City Territo y Offers Inducements
to Homeseekers, Says
Bags Compelled to De
F. C. Fox
scendto Earth
FIVE" OTHERS

1FUUT ONCE HERE PEOPLE WILL

faued

Over Sterling,
noia, Having Covered
'
332 Miles

One
'

--

JjlM

t

Illi- -

STAY

Santa Fe Officials, Traveling in
Special Train; Inspect
.

Line.

.

"New Mexico
its good to us. I
(By Special Leased Wire to wew Mexican)
Kaqsas City, Mo., July 11. Forced doubt if the terrlj ry ever presented
to descend from 8,000 feet, where they such an Inviting appearance both to
encountered a terrific thunderstorm homeseeker and homesteader"
So said F. C. Fox. general manager
and cyclone conditions, Clifford ': B.
Harmon, pilot, and Augustine Post, of the. Santa Fe system, who arrived
aid, fn the balloon New York, were shortly afternoon today on a special
so
compelled today to land at Fremont, train and left after an hour's
nere. With Mr. Fox came a
la., and give up their place in the eli- journ
mination for the James Gordon Ben- - number of railroad officials including
Fred L. Vandegrlft, editor of the
:
ett cup. i
"The Earth," gathering data for arThis was the first to land of the
;
in
,

seven balloons that started from Kansas City yesterday afternoon. They
landed safely although severely buffet
ed by the storm.
At about the same time, the balloon
New York came to earth, the Kansas
City bag was forced to descend near
Llnby, Iowa, having been caught in
the same storm. Captain Honeywell,
pilot, and John Watts, his aid, escaped
injury.
At noon the other five balloons were
itlll In the air. One passed Sterling,
III., 332 miles northeast of Kansas
City at 7:45 this morning, f
Great interest centered around the
balloon New York because it held the
best starting position, the last, and
because August Post, who assisted Allan R. Hawley, pilot of the America II.
to victory, in the James Gordon Bennett cup race last year, was an aide.
The New fork was a new balloon.
The Leader In the Raoe.
'
Kansas City, Mo., July 11. The .Million Population Club balloon passed
--

the-los-

(Continued

on Page

eight)

the Santa Fe periodical
ticles
Professor J. D. Tinsley, agricultural
demonstrator for the Santa Fe in
New Mexico; H. M. Brainer, agricultural demonstrator for Texas; F. E.
Summers, superintendent of the Rio
Grande division; J. M. Kurn, general
superintendent; General Freight and
Passenger Agent Brinker, of the Pecos Valley lines, with headquarters
at Amanllo; Chief Engineer F. M. Bis
bee of the western grand division;
Trainmaster McAckieand Mechanical Superintendent M. J. Drury.
Charles L. Seagraves. general' colonization agent of the Santa Fe system
left the party before arriving here.
Mr. TVre said that they had been at
and
Carlsbad, Roswell, Albuquerque
are on, their way east. "This is one
of our regular inspection tours" he
continued "one of the two or three
we make every year."
Discussing the heavy rains which
did the Territory , so much good, the
confined: "Of
manager
general
course 'the' railroads do not feel the
tide ot immigration to the territory
(Continued

-

it K

(By Special Leased Wire to New
Bridgeport, Conn., July 11 The
Federal Express, one of the New York
Xew Haven and Hartford Railroad's
fastest trains carrying
passengers
without change from Washington to
Boston, plunged down a twenty-foo- l
embankment here today while running 60 miles an hour. Of the one
hundred passengers that went down
with the first six cars, scarcely one
death or injury. Twelve
escaped
bodies had been taken out of the
twisted wreck by noon, including the
engineer and fireman, who were so

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mencar.l
Queens Club, July 11 Running
Broad jump, won by John R. Holden,
Yale. 22 feet, 9 i inches; J. R.
inYale, second, 21 feet 9
ches. M. J. Susklnd, irenbroke,
Cambridge, third, 21 feet 5 inches; J. J.
Hartley Mereton, Oxford, fourth, 21
feet 1
inches.
Quarter mile run won by F. G. Black,
IVnbroke, Cambridge.
Duncan
Trinity, Cambridge, second.
John H. Stewart, Junior, Yale, third;
Herbert AY. Kclley, Harvard, fourth.
Time 49 4 5 seconds.
mutilated that it is evident that they
One mile run: Won by Philip John
must have met
instant death.
Wings, Cambridge:
Forty-fou- r
injured are in the hos Baker,
The
pitals and nearly a score more re events. Englishmen five firsts of nine
ceived injuries severe enough to pre
Divided Honors.
vent them from continuing their
Queens Club, West Kensington,
journey.
Eng., July 11 In the first event, hamThe dead are:
mer throw, the American team was
A.
M.
Curtis.
Engineer
beaten by American, G. E. Putnam, of
Fireman W. A. Ryan.
Mrs. Gwendolyn F. Rogers, wife of Kansas, a Rhodes scholar at Christ
an electricjan sergeant coast artillery Church, as a member of th
Oxford
U. S. A.
Cambridge team.
Putnam mede 151 feet 6 inches;
Rogers, aged 7 weeks, daughChilds of Yales 140 feet 7 inches; Cater of Mrs. Rogers.
C. W. Christie Philadelphia.
ble, Harvard 137 feet 10 inches.
120 yards high hurdles won hv
George E.- Saunders, Norwich, Ct.
Four unidentified women.
George A. Chrisholm', of Yale. J. G.
One unidentified child.
Cummings, of Harvard, second. Time
A new "cross over" installed on lp
seconds.
the Burr road viaduct and embank
iuniD won bv Wnnetor
Running
ment on the western outskirts of the Canfield of high
Yale, whose mark was. 11
city was indirectly responsible for
inches; Albert D. Barker of Harv- the accident.
ara,
second, with 5 feet 10
inches.
The train was late and the engin
100 Yard dash Won
by Duncan
eer was driving fast to make up time.
When the heavy train of cars struck MacMillan, Trinity . Cambridge. Time
10
seconds. Fred A. Rilley, Yale
the switch at full speed, the locomotive leaped, rocked, and swayed over second.
Half mile run: Won by B. M. Preble
the ties for nearly 150 yards, and
finally fell to the street below, drag- Harvard; Anderson, Oxford second;
The Jacques, Harvard third; V me 1 min
ging six cars down the bank.
between
broke
and ute 57 seconds. The two mile race
the
sixth
coupling
seventh cars, leaving three sleepers was won by E. Gowan Taylor, Pembroke, Oxford; C. H. Porter, Brazenose
still on the rails.
Oxford, second; Paul R. Withington,
Engineer Exceeded Speed Limit.
Harvard, third; Wm. F. Ryan, HarvBoston,
Mass., July
persons killed and forty-winjured ard, third; Wm. F. Ryan. Harvard.
in a wreck due to the engineer tak- fourth. Time 9 minutes 29
secat a speed estimated onds.
ing a cross-ove- r
at 60 miles an hour, when the time
Day Saved for England by Kansan
card limited the speed to 15 miles an
Club. July 11. With Amer
Queens
hour, was the statement concerning ica and
tied with four victoEngland
the Bridgeport wreck issued by off- ries each,
John Baker, of
Philip
icials of the New York, Xew Haven
Kings college, Cambridge, turned the
and Hartford Railroad here today.
scale ior the home team by winning
Baby Impaled on Splinter.
the mile run today. It was the most
11.
The
Bridgeport, Conn., July
exciting International University conwreck occurred just before day light, test
yet witnessed. The staying pow-e- t
when 150 passengers occupi(e(J the
of the Englishmen at long running,
berths and one day coach.
with the assistance they received
Just behind the locomotive, three' from the Rhodes
Scholar, Putnam, of
cars were piled one above the other.
Kansas, who won the hammer throw.
At the bottom of the heap was the
decided today's contest
day coach and most of the dead were
The only running event caDtured
taken from this car.
the American was the half mile
by
so
were
muuiaceu
of
dead
the
Many
that identification was slow. Two run by M. Preble of Hartford.
Baker won the deciding event hv
babies were found, one with its head
severed, and the other impaled on a five yards. Amid great enthusiasm
at the finish, the crowd swarmed on
splinter.
tne new, the band played, "God save
Base Ball Players were Heroes.
Many of those pinned beneath the the King," and Baker was carried
debris owe their lives to the prompt sway on the shoulders of the moB.
The Harvard and Yale men natu-talll- y
ness of membersoftheSt.LouisXation-a
were disappointed with the rebaseball team.
The ball players were riding In sult but no excuses to offer or comthe two last cars, which remained on plaint was mads
r
the track. When the crash came,
Captain Klipatrick of Yae voiced
they piled out la their pajamas and the views of his men. He said:
several of them were bleedings from There is nothing to say except that
cuts about the feet caused by racing the best team won." Captain Foster
of Harvard expressed similar sentt
ever the wreckage.
"I was in the next to the last car," ments.
said Roger Bresnahan, the ' team'3
manager. "I wa smoking at the FATAL WRECK CAUSED
time the wreck came, and I grabbed
BY HEAT OF SUN.
hold of something. I got out ail right
not one of our men was hurt, but our Five Dead and Thirteen
Injured in
'
baggage is gone."
Railroad Crash Near The
Dalles, Oregon.
2
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MOB CLEANS OUT
GRAND JUNCTION

CYCLONE
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 11. To
an "amiable band of insurgents and
soothsayers," all efforts in behalf of
initiative, referendum and recall provisions of the Arizona
constitution
were traced by. Senator Sutherland, of
Utah, today. He addressed the Senate in opposition to the approval of

on Page Eight.)
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(By SDeclal leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Dalles, .Oregon, July ll.-T- he
wreck of a passenger train on the Oregon Trunk railroad, 23 aiiles north
TO
of Sherar's bridge late yesterday afternoon, has resulted in five deaths
and 13 other persons being seriously
Atwood and Hamilton Land Injured.
The fatal and more serious injuries
in Suburbs of National
were caused by escaping steam. One
of the passenger coaches fell on top
;.
Capital
of the engine which went over a
embankment The wreck was
MADE EARLY MORNING FLIGHT caused by a "sun kink," the rails having spread under the influences of the
hot sun.

ATLANTIC

CITY

WASHINGTON

40-fo-

Were Tired and Hungry I When
They Dropped at College
Park, Maryland.
(By Special Leased Tnre to New Hexlcan)
Washington, D. C, July 11. Tired
and hungry; but otherwise showing no
ill effects of their trip from Stem-mer- s
and Hamilton
Run, Atwood
alighted front' their aeroplane on the
field of the Army Aviation School at
College Park, Md., hear this city at
5:45 o'clock this morning. They had
covered about forty miles at an average height of 600 feet. Atwood announced that he probably would fly
into Washington later in the day. The
aviators left Stemmer's Run, near
Baltimore, where they landed yesterday trim Atlantic City, at 4:35 a. m.

DEMOCRATIC TARIFF TINKERING
. HURTS WOOL INDUSTRY.
Boston Market in State of Stagnation
Over Uncertainty of Congres- - '
"
sional Action.
(By Special Legged Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., July 11. The combination of intense heat, a holiday
and an uncertainty over
congressional tariff action, made last week
a dull one In the local wool market
Offering prices of dealers in the west
for the new clip are practically ten
per cent below the high point of three
weeks ago and operations 'have

practicality ceased. The market transactions have been at small prices
including twenty one cents for half
blood Montana.

.1;
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THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

Know In Every Loaf"

I

SKIN AFFLICTION

is all the more terrible because it can't
tell you how it suffers. But there is relief at hand not only relief but a permanent cure from prickley
heat,
rashes, hives, exzema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among infants during the summer months. If
you want t see your baby rest easy
once again and a look of relief
spread over its little face, just apply
this splendid r medy ZEMO. We be-lieve honestly and sincerely that in
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
been praying for. We can tell you
in all truth that we have made thous- nf rwr,t fcannv
inrio o,i
with this simple, but sure remedy,
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have instructed all druggists selling ZEMO, to refund the purchaser hi3
money if the very firs bottle does not
bring relief. Used persistently there
after ZEMO is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
most economical as well as the cleanest and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp wheth
er on infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and In
Santa Fe by our authorized agent
The Capital Pharmacy.

;

4

"The Best

A

TRY IT

,

,nA,

M.

U.
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Ft. Collins, Colo., were united in holy
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD.
matrimony by Archdeacon Warren at Dry Ridge, Ky. "I could hardly
St. John's church at Albuquerque.
walk across the room," says Mrs.
Lydia Powell, of Dry nidge, "before
Heat Made Him Charltame.
I tried Cardui.
I was bo poorly, I
Crazed by the heat, a stranger at was almost dead. Now, I can walk
Boston, yesterday tried to give away four miles and do my work with
millions of dollars by signing checks much more ease. I praise Cardui for
for big amount sand handing them to my wonderful care." Cardui is sucpassers-by- .
cessful in benefiting sick woman, because It is composed of ingredients,
Society Leader to Insane Asylum. that act specifically on the womanly
Fifteen years ago a popular young
headache,
constitution,
relieving
society woman at Laramie, Wyoming,
and
Miss Anna Kelly, is being examined backache, irregularity, misery
a good medicine could
for her sanity. She had become a distress. Only
familiar sight in the streets of late see such continual increase in popuas Cardui has, for the past 50
years and known as "Giggling Annie." larity
years.. Try Cardui, the woman's
Wisconsin Returns Tainted Money
The Wisconsin legislature
a bill and the governor has signed
it returning to U. S, Senator Stephenson $25,000 he had given the state
park board for a park to be nnmed
Stephenson.

tonic,"

money on the Great White Way until only 60 cents were left and tne attempted to commit suicide because the
men with whom she spent the money
spurned her when it was gone. Mrs.
Wade swallowed some bichloride of
mercury tablet and then telegraphed
Freeman.
J.
Mrs.
J.
Death of
aged 24 for her husband who came to Denver
Mrs. John J. Freeman,
years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. and took his erring spouse, who is
E.
No.
40.
Fe.
Walker of Mesilla Park, died last much younger than he ana pretty and
Santa
Southern Corner Plaza,
Telephone
week at Las Cruces. She was ill on- vivacious, home to the old farm,
WE ARE ALWAYS HAMMERING AWAY TRYING TO PLEASE
ly a few days. The deceased was a
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
REGISTER
WE GIVE
member of the Methodist church.
OUR CUSTOMERS BY GIVING THEM
HONEST
Americans Appall Queen Mary.
HARDWARE
FOR THEIR MONEY.
Queen Mary of England has been
Cut His Red Whiskers.
..DON'T LOSE YOUR TEMPER USING POOR TOOLS.
BUY
appalled by the gossip shout AmerCutting his long, red whiskers, A. ican women and has been informed
OURS; THEY ARE PROPERLY TEMPERED.
Trosselo of Albuquerque, according to that several of them would- give anyBUY
POOR TOOLS ARE A POOR INVESTMENT.
OUR
GOOD TOOLS AND MAKE A GOOD INVETMENT.
Evening Hereld disgusted himself suf- thing to have their name associated
rue DcoeE-- r uiw
led with the Prince of Wales in any salaMeet sorrow with bright face, and ficiently, to secure evidence that
She is therefore
nim 10 "ring suu agaiusi ju aamwian cious
escapade.
Wood-Davi- s
wear a smile
Co.
atcarefully excluding from court such
When trouble comes; and lo, upon! for interfering in Trosello's family
fairs.
beautiful, vivacious and none too
If It Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14.
Phone 14
your brow
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
pudish women as might prove a lure
The thorns shall into roses grow ere
to her son. At least, so says a LonDeath of Merchant and Pioneer.
while
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
Marcus Wisbrun, a well known mer- don cable, and that explains why
The thorns, O friend, the thorns
chant and pioneer of Bernalillo died American women are unpopular with
so bitter now
on Sunday at the age of 71 years from the new queen.
Will cease to be a trial
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
If you but wear upon your face a paralysis. He was of German and Hebrew birth and is survived by a numsmiles!
Husband Vicious When
Barrymore's
ber of sons and daughters. He came
Drunk.
MEXICAN HATS
Drink deep of truth and let the foun to Bernalillo 27 years ago.
In her petition for divorce at Los
PHONE 191 BLACK
New
tain play
acgod Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter;
Angeles, Ethel Barrymore, the
Lovers Were in a Hurry!
Within your soul; there is so much
asserts that Russell Griswold
in Hand Color- tress,
Latest
Artistic
A marriage license was granted at
delight
Colt, her husband began beating her
Post
Cards.
Framing.
in;
To answer you with joy bough and Las Vegas to Beatriz Roybal, aged 38 right after the honeymoon and even
of Ojitos Frios and Juan D. Griego,
spray.
just before their only child was born.
So much of beauty in the day and aged 44, of Rito Salado. The couple Colt's fondness for Scotch highballs
Curio
got the probate clerk, out of bed at 5 made it worse and whenever he was
nigh-tWhen
dry spell comes
Ne'er can your heart turn gray o'clock in the morning to make out drunk he would use unprintable lan
San Francisco Street.
this summer you will need If in your breast you give the spirit the license.
guage toward her. When the baby
was born he told the nurse that he
play!
a gasoline engine to run
Drink Causes Loss of Mind.
had no time to look at the child as
your pump and save your Shut thou the door or fear and let Gilbert Lordman, aged 41 years, a he was booked to attend a prizefight
miner at Gallup, was committed to the Colt is a millionaire.
hope in!
crops. When these en
Out of the radiance of the earth territorial insane asylum at Las Vegas
and side
to
If you want anything on earth try
by Judge M. C. Mechem at Albuquergines are not pumping they can be connected
Garments of glory and of grandeur que yesterday. Drink caused
s
a Want ad in the New Mexican.
man
cheaper
spin
mind to totter. He is a native
any other machine and will run
White as the lilies, hope of para- of France.
An eighteen-year-ol- d
power.
bv
hand
runninc
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
dise
is his only known relative.
daughter
and
information
You shut out death and sin
price
You can have complete
the door to life when hope
Sunday Drunks Fined.
i.MARVELWhirlingSpray
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying And open
comes in!
TJ new Varlnnt CirlDe.
Four Sunday drunks weie taken
All
of
Best 21 oat conven
in
Edward
Mason
National
Wilbur
to the agent.
ient, it clean &ea
into the toils at Albuquerque. Maria
latanUy.
Magazine for July.
no Baca denied strenuously that he Aak war drnoiriittforlt.
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
was drunk and said he was only If ha cannot iuddit the
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
accept no.
fighting to defend his seventeen yean HABVEL,
ether, but (end atamp for
6619
Phone Black
Santa Fe, N. M.
mrecuolSTr
bond
cousin.
old
fixed
was
His
ffiffcSfar.'tad
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
atj
ABOUND THE STATE
S1R Wlltnn Hntohinsnn
whn larioaf. valuable to ladlea, MARVEL CO.

INTER

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Hardware

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen

Santa Fe Trail

the

it

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Lord-man'-

it

n. Every 7oman

f

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
ti

Sill
AH

ALFALFA SEED.

kinds

Fir

INTERNATIONAL STOCK

f fkners, fardel 4

The only exclusive

Phone Black

FOOD.

bilk

field seeds in

house in Santa Fe

pin

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

add packate

45

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers In New Mexico

Chickerlng Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Llndeman-

and Arizona.

Co.

n

J

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Me

4a EartSta Streak SEWTOPK.

was given ten days in jail for being
drunk. Nazario Valencia was given
Twenty New Elks.
five days and he received in addition
This evening the Las Vegas Elks a
black eye from Santiago Garcia
will initiate twenty candidates.
who attacked Valencia in jail. Gar
cia was given twenty days.
Fell Off Car While Asleep.
Jacob Speake of Hoyt, Colorado, fell
Old Farm Was Too Slow.
off a Union Pacific train while asleep
Thinking that the old farm at Fair
and was killed.
field, Iowa, was too slow, Mrs. Ada
Wade had her husband give her $1,000
Mora Road Washed Out.
to visit Denver. There she spent the
The new road between Las Vegas
and Mora has been badly washed out Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
by the rains near Azul.
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
Woman Starved to Death.
sense of smell and completely derange
Mrs. Nellie Mulnix of Denver starv the whole system when entering it
ed herself to death because she through the mucous surfaces. Such
thought she could thus purify her soul. articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physi
Sunday Drunk at Las Vegas.
cians, as the damage they will do is
Antanasio Flores was given eight ten fold to the good you can possibly
days at Las Vegas yesterday for being derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
drunk.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
School House Robbed.
and is taken Internally, acting directly
Window sashes and several lamps upon the blood and mucous surfaces
were stolen out of the public school of the system. In buying Hall's Cahouse at Rincon, Dona Ana county. tarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made
Newspaper Couple Marries.
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Walter Roberts, manager of the Testimonials free.
Rincon Valley Recorder, and Mrs. E.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
C. Hendrix, the owner, were married bottle.
at 1 Paso, Texas.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LIn-dema- n
Brick Block to Replace Building.
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
The Olsen building at Clovls, furry
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
badly damaged by fire last
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat county,
week is to be replaced with an ele
This firm has purchased ever six isfactory business transaction, not on
gant brick block.
ear loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
A

Schiller.
Victor

Company

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

at

WATER CO,

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

3oal

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
Che north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

axrlral of
arrives at

Wood

RATON

Lump

YANKE1

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

any otter
and good

SKMtt.:TO!
85

taama.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

lenete Kake Fat
Bm; TUlngr ConafortaVbl.
FARE SST S5.00

Steam Coal.

ena-e-r

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

W. H. KERR

CAD

CAIE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranc'ues; Also a nnmber of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUlY

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.

Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

JillX

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-L1NDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

:- -:

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

LUMBER
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

A

T

t

mine run coal

.

i

"

afeA
k
'a ft

;.

s

4aN

ssasl

c5pll 'Phone 9

WITH US

?

Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles from Santa Pa on main lino of Santa Fa,
miles from depot
one and one-naTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation.furnished for
rf

housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
.

'

4

A

A

katta

.

A

CUSTOMER ""HERE,

YOU

SHOULD

RANCH,

Olorieta, N.

Phon.e

.

'
"

'

f

4

;

f

4
x

213
,

aj
"

4

.

BE.

f

;

a

S B SI ak a

WILLIAMSON

,

s

NOT

'

Zook's Pharmacy

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY. ' Your
trade is what we Want.

ARE

Don Gaspar Ave.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

?

We offer you only the HIQHE5T CLASS OF OOODS whether it be seriously
needed DRUOS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal aatlsfac
toryone. ANY DRUO OR MEDICINE YOU OET HERE 13 RIOHT. : : : : :

BS1
'

CHAS.CLOSSON

Charles W. DudrOW

IF YOU

-

$6.00

Love and Death.
Clarence Alexander, aged 23, shot
and .killed himself at Denver, after
WE HANDLE LUMBER
trying to kill his sweetheart, Edna in
end hare
large quantm
Downing, aged 20.
modern faolllij (or furnishing the
For Best Laundry Work
very best roUKb or rinwsed
Will Lose Their Sight.
Lumber
The two sons of John O. McKaen
AND TUESDAY
at Malaga, Eddy county, will each nf every description. We are thus BASKET LEAYES MONDAY
FRIDAY
AND
enabled
make
Ibe
to
THURSDAY
best
RETURNS
very
lose their eyesight in one eyo from
prlcea
ch high grade
rubbing jimson weed into the eye. tor Lumber . r
V.'
will be pleased to figure on your
Agency at O. K. ..Barber Shop.
contracts.
Married at Albuquerque.
Mrt E iY Rnwn. Aroint Harold Mark Donavan of Denver,
Nina
Belle
Cos
Miss
of
Phone Red No. li.
Colo., and
Phone, Red No. 23

213
v

THE WEEK

J

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Phone

BY

'

Phone Red 100

Zook's Pharmacy

BOARD

French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.

Imperial Laundry

Lump, nut and

Phone Red 100

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

Short Order at all Hours

t

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

x

Telephone
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 36 Cents

'

COAL YARD

&

LIVERY STABLE

11.

Will Arrest Speed Fiends.
The police at Las Vegas have issued
an ukase that every chauffeur who ex
ceeds the speed limit will be arrested
and placed in the Jusgado.

J. CRICHTON

Restaurant

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Mrs. E. L. Hammond was yesterday
operated on for appendicitis at the
Becker sanitarium at Las Vegas.

WOO

Salle

La

Ml

Appendicitis Operation.

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL

R.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

We Have Built Up

A

--

V

r

,

,
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i
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A GOOD REASON.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are tie tlm
of the local railroads:

Santa Fe People Can Tell You Why
It Is So.

tablet
3f

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

This remedy
strengthens and tunes np the kidneys,
helping them to drive out of the body
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
md urinary complaints. Santa, Fa people testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortls y Baca. Alto St, Santa
Fe, N. M says: "In 1907 I proco
A Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
or pains in my back which bad
troubled me for three years. Doan's
Kidney Pills brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
public statement In their favor. Now,
after two and a half years have past-ad-,
I gladly confirm every word of that
iestimonal.
I can add that I' nave
iince used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
diem a more thorough trial and have
received great relief. I konw that
lie remedy is a sure cure tw back-ich- e
and kidney complaint,"
For sale by ell dealers. Price 60
Co., Buffalo,
nts. Foster-Mllbur-n
Sfew York, sola agents for the United
3tates.
Remember the name Doan's-ran- d
aie no other.

ire always lasting.

Leave
connect with No

8.10 a. m.

3 west-

bound, No; 10 eastbound.

Returning arrive

Santa Fe 12:10

lA

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No.
bound.

l, west

Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6: SO
p. m.
7:20 p! m. cooect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 astbound.
Returning arr!v at Santa Fe 11:10
p. m.
,
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No.

east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.
2

'

,

Dean's, Kidney Pills cure the cause
disease, and that is why the cures

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. 16; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 2.25;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Poclt't Dockets, single, $1.26;
New
two or more boohs, $1 each.
M'xico Supreme Court Reports, Not
Com
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
pilatloa Corporation Laro, 75 c Compilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
digest of New Msxico Reports. fuU
eheen. $6.50: full list school blanks.

Died of Pneumonia,

,

Fred Meredith Elston, aged 33 years,
died at Las Vegas of pneumonia. He
had lived In Las Vegas since he was
three years old.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Is effective for coughs and colds in
either children or grown persons. No
In the
opiates, no harmful drugs.
Refuse substitutes.
yellow package.
For sale by all druggists.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

Best of Pood

Pure Spring Water
$15 a Week
Invalids
Cold

No

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
'

THROWN FROM HORSE
not wish to do that."
Kerr of this city, was frightened by a
Juveniles Marry.
AND BRAKES ARM. dog which bit the animal on the foot
CITIES
in
Juvefiled
the
A prosaic petition
Mrs. Jacks, wife of the well known Tho animal ran all the way down Palnile court of Chicago has disclosed a
on the D, & R. G. was thrown ace avenue but was finally stopped
engineer
youthful romance, and the fact that
from her horse while riding down Pal- near the plaza.
CHANG E
the St. Joe marriage bug is extending
to
ace
the children. t
avenue yesterday evening and she
its field of operation
For summer dlarrheoa in children
Mrs. Helen Long has askd the court
broke her left arm. She was taken
give Chamberlain's Colic, Choalwys
to help her get back her
home in a carriage. It appears that lera and Diarrheoa Remedy and castor
How Marriages Between the son,
bride
his
from
Charles,
her hose, Jack Richelieu, at one time oil, and a speedy cure is certain. For
who was Miss Helen Iriness until the
American Heiress and
a noted steed, and belonging to W. H. sale by all dealers.
two youngsters tok a trip across the
Peers Are Arranged
lake to St. Joseph a month ago. They
started for a dancing party, but landed
in the Michigan gretna green. The
CHICAGO
MARRY
JUVENILES
young bridegroom earns 'j a week as
..DEALER IN..
Women suffering from any form of
an errand boy. His capital consisted
illness
are
to
invited
when the elopement took
promptly
Ranch
Prizes Aggregating $100,000 of $17.40 Both are quite
with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
City
confident of
place.
Mass. All letters are received, opened,
Are Offered at Chicago
their ability to get along nicely on his read and answered hy women. A wo
The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laug hlin Bldg., Santa Fe., N. M.
man can ireely talk
Aviation Meet.
salary. "I loved Helen," says Charlie,
of her private
"and she loved me, so we got married.
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
to a woman ;
That's all there is to it. This wedding
Chicago, July 11. European men of
thus has been esSpecial Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
title are turning greedy eyes on the is going to stick."
tablished this confidence
between
fortunes of Chicago women and are
IN NEW MEXICO
Mrs. rinkham and
anxious to sell their titles for a Chica- JUNE
NORMAL IN TEMPERATURE.
the
of
women
go wife with plenty of Chicago dollar?..
America which ha3 ROSWELL
AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
This is the. story told by Mrs. Suzannever been broken.
nah Ella Wood Dean, rich and hand General Deficiency in Precipitation
Never has she nuh.
Occurred in Eastern Part of
lished a testimonial or used a letter
some widow of John E. Dean, upon her
without the written consent of the
Territory.
return home from a tour of Europe.
Carrying the U. S. roall and pai
Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
writer, and never has the Company
Mrs. Dean tells a thrilling story of how
allowed these confidential letters to sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and each
regular ticket, excess baggage
she ran the gauntlet to escape the
The month of June, 1911, averaged Ret out of their
possession, as the
N. M., connecting with the at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs.
impecunious peers. "No sooner had I about normal in temperature and hundreds of thousands of them in Roswell,
El Paso & Southwestern aDd Rock H
We are equipped to carry any kind
registered at a hotel In London," re- slightly above normal in precipitation, their files will attest.
lated Mrs. Dean, "than I received a due to good, heavy showers from the
Out of the vast volume of experience land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
& Santa Fe Railroad.
letter from an Englishman who offer 105th meridian westward. A general which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m arrates are given for excur
ed to Introduce me to any number of deficiency in precipitation occurred from, it is more than possible that she
gained the very knowledge needed rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
peers, society men, or military offi- over the northeast and east counties, lias
for
slons.
eight or more passengers.
in your case. She asks nothing in reLeaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m.. ar- For further
cers, who wanted to marry a wealthy also in Santa Fe, southern Dona Ana turn
write the
information,
and
her
will,
except
good
your
American.
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
For the fun of it I wrote and central Otero, elsewhere, and gen- advice has helped thousands.
Surely
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
him' that I was interested and he erally west of the 105th meridian, any woman, rich or poor, should
be
glad to take advantage of this genergave me full details as to terms and there was an excess in precipitation,
ous
offer
of
Address
assistance.
Mrs.
everything else." To show how the increasing to more than an inch in
care of Lvclia E. Pinkham
broker operates Mrs. Sierra and northern Grant counties, Pinkham,
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Dean read part of a letter from this and also in northwest Rio Arriba counEvery woman ought to have
man, which said: "If I want to get ty. On the other hand the deficiency
E. Pinkharu's
hold of a peer or a titled man I always exceeded an inch in Union and eastern Iij-diget them through the secretary of one San Miguel, and thence southward to Text Book. It is not a book for
of the small clubs, and am introduced the southern border. Shower periods general distribution, as it is too
to the peer by my right name which occurred on the 1st, 8th, 9th, 12th to expensive. It is free and only
is not the one I sign to this letter. In 14th, 17th to 23rd and 27th to 30th, obtainable by mail. Write for
the same way I get hold of a society the summer rains generally beginning it today.
man or a military officer. Our clients about the 13th or 14th.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
desiring private negotiations have to
While the temperature average was
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSIpay fifty guineas ($250), half down not far from normal a marked excess SESSION OF SANTA FE
and half on engagement." Mrs. Dean
NESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
COUNTY PROBATE COURT.
occurred in Union, southern Colfax,
smilingly completed her story by de- eastern Mora and along the eastern
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
claring that she still had her $250.
border to Quay county; elsewhere a
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
July 3rd, 1911.
Cities Change Climate.
general and slight deficiency occurred,
Regular Session.
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
The big cities are changing the cli- increasing, however, to a marked defi
The Probate Court convened with
THESE
DAYS.
mate and are greatly responsible for ciency in the central Rio Grande valley Hon. Victor Ortega Probate Judge
the recent extraordinary hot wave ac- and from central Dona Ana westward presiding and George W. Armijo, in
cording to Reginald Phelan Bolton, to Arizona, the deficiency at Lords-bur- attendance as Clerk. Present C. C.
president of the American Society of
exceeding along three degrees Closson, Sheriff. This being the date
PRICE-LIS- T
Heating and Ventilating Engineers. daily. A considerable deficiency also set by the Court to investigate the
One-lin- e
The assertion was made at the con- ocurred along the eastern slope of representation made to the Court of
15c
Stamp, not over 21-- Inches long
vention of the engineers at the Hotel the Sangre de Cristo range from west the Qualification of Horace G. Long-welEach additional line on same stamp
lOo
LaSalle.
He used New York to ex- ern San Iviiguel northeast to the Colo
as Administrator to the Estate
One-lin- e
over 2
and not over 3
20c
Inches long
Stamp,
plain his position. "Zero temperature rado border. Two periods of rather of Robert H. Longwell, deceased; the
Each additional line on stamp
15c
has been infrequent for many years high temperature occurred; the first Court after due consideration, authorOne-lin- e
31-over
5
not
and
inches
over
...25c
Stamp,
long.
secin that city," said Mr. Bolton, "and from the 4th to the 10th, and the
the said
ized the Clerk to notify
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
unknown since 1904.
At the same ond, from the 22nd to 29th, the 25th Horace C. Longwell, administrator, to
One-lintime the rainfall has decreased tour being generally the warmest day of show cause to this court why he
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per Inch
inches since 1903 and the number of the month. Only one general cool per should not be removed as AdminisEach additional line, same price.
cloudless days have increase! from 96 iod occurred. It was from the 11th to trator to the Estate of Robert H
lines on Stamp count as two tines)
(Curved
to 114. There are 19 million tons 21st, with the coolest weather of the Longwell, deceased. In the matter ot
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra
of coal or its equivalent in. other fuels month mostly on the 17th or 18th, al- - the claim of Susane Ortiz and Julio
ccKsumed in this city eacn year Add-in- ? tho many northern stations reported Ortiz et al. vs. the Estate of Antonio
Largers sizes at proportionate prices.
this t the animal heat from 5,000, the lowest temperature from the 1st J. Ortiz, deceased, the court set the
f
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge for
first Monday in September next for
000 persoas, equivalent to. about
to 4th.
one line for each
inch or fraction.
tons of coal annually, and the varThe sunshine of the month was de the consideration of all claims against
DATES, ETC.
In the matter of the
ious other sources of heat, including ficient, especially in the nortu and the said estate.
Local Dater any town and date for 2 Inch
50o
heated gases, radiation and friction west counties; southern counties, how petition of Mrs. M. C. Miller, for the
50c
Inch
of various sorts, and the result is suf- ever, had about normal sunshine. The appointment of two appraisers to the
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
ficient to heat the air for a distance average at Santa Fe was 64 per cent Estate of Morton C. Miller, deceased,
35
Regular line Dater
or a mile beyond the city limits to a of the total possible, while at Roswell the court granted the petition and ap0
Definance Model Band Dater
authorand
K.
Stauffer,
point several degrees above its normal it was 72 per cent. The average num pointed John
e
and
Wood
Cut
Rubber
and
..1.60
Stamp
Signature,
temperature. The daily volume of ber of clear days, considering the ter ized Mrs. Miller to select the other
'
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
these gases rising from the city is ritory as a whole, was 14, partly cloudy appraiser.
claims
In the matter of the
STAMP PADS
more than 175,000,000 cubic feu, heat- 12 and cloudy 4. The wind of .the
against
ed to 350 degrees.
25 cents; 2 3
10 cents, 2x3
15 cents; 2
These ascending month was moderate and prevailing the Estate of Pedro A. Baca, the court
set the first Monday of September
waves of heat warm the upper layers southwesterly.
15 cents; 3
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
next for the final disposal.
of the air and increase their capacity
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
Temperature.
to absorb water." One result of the
of
The Last Will and Testament
The mean temperature, as determ
hot wave in Chicago has been to acwa9
Richard Burt Wood, deceased,
celerate the movement to have the ined from the records of 70 stations take up and probated, and the court
CQ.
a mean altitude of about 5,000
ordered that Letters of Administramunicipality take over every foot of having
noror
was
0.5
69.3
below
feet,
degrees
its twenty-thre- e
tion be issued to Rebecca E. Wilklow,,
miles of lake front
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
and dot it frequently with municipal mal, and 1.2 degrees below the mean in conformity with the Last Will and
of June, 1910. The highest monthly
of
the
matter
In the
Testament.
bathing beaches.
mean was 79.8 degrees at Carlsbad,
application of J. L. Seligman to be
Chicago Aviation Meet
53.4 degrees at
and
lowest
the
The Wright brothers, Wilbur and"
appointed, administrator to the Es
The highest temperature tate of Abeline mca, the court
Orville, will not take part personally
nor permit the exhibition of any of recorded was 105 degrees at Deming ordered that if the widow of the said
their aeroplanes, at the International on the 24th and at Carlsbad and Hon- Abelino Baca, djd not arrange the
do Reservoir on the 25th, while Carls- claims held by Mr. J. L. Seligman,
Aviation Meet in Chicago, August
bad again recorded 105 degrees on the
against the estate within six days
because their terms were deemed
I
too high by the committee on arrange- 26th. The lowest temperature was 24 from this letter that Letters of AdEVERY LAWYER AND LAW OFFICER
ments. They will be almost the only degrees at Elizabethtown on the 4th ministration be Issued in favor of J.
The greatest local monthly L. Seligman. fixing his bond at 5400.
aviators of note that will not compete and 10th.
In temperature was 65 degrees
In the matter of the application of
for the $100,000 prizes. The negotia- range
I
at Alma and the least 41 degrees at Nlcolasa Gonzales, to be appointed
tions with them ended by the Wright
brothers refusing to participate. Ac- Cloudcroft and Santa Fe, while the Guardian to her minor children, the
greatest local
range was 60 de court granted the petition and ordered
companying this refusal was a let grees at Alma daily
on the 4th. The dis- that the Letters of Guardianship be
Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
ter from their manager, P. H. Russell,
trict averages were as follows: No. 7 issued and fixed her bond at $200. In
notifying the promoters r: that they (NortheaBt)
70.1 No. 8 (Rio Grande the matter of the petition of Ascen-ciothe Decisions and Opinions of the
would be held responsible for the ex
No.
adand
9
68.6,
be
to
Pecos)
(Western)
appointed
Rodriguez
hibition of any aeroplane which the 69.1
New Mexico Supreme Court
degrees.
ministrator of the Estate of Maria
Wrights consider an infringement up
the
ce
los
de
Crespin,
Griego
Reyes
1909 and 1910
on their patents. This action will not
Precipitation.
The average precipitation, deter court granted the petition and order
prevent the exhibition from being the
be issued fixing the
ed
greatest ever held in this country. The mined from the records of 139 sta bondthat letters
$
at
18
1
or
was
0.14
inch
inches,
preliminary work .s going on rapidly tions,
In the matter of the Estate of
and within two weeks the task of above the normal, and 0.26 above June
erecting the seats for 50,000- - persons 1910, The greatest amount at any sta- Charles W. Dudrow, deceased, the
PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID
will be under headway. This meeting tion 'was 3.80 inches at Harvey's Up- Court hereby authorizes and Instructs
with the great international military per Ranch, and the least but a trace at Josephine W. Dudrow, and George M,
to continue
pageant to be held at the same place Clayton and Laguna, while but 0.01 Kinsell. Administrator,
VOLUMES 1 TO 14 IN STOCK
in August, probably will fix the status inch occurred at Vance, Union county. the going on of retail business viz:
at Santa
of Grant Park as a permanent public The. greatest amount in any 24 hours a retail lumber yard located
saw
Fe, New Mexico, and a certain
exposition field for Chicago. Already was 1.39 inches at Rosedale on the mill
located in the hills adjacent to
Mnnav'cb HiVacT Covers Volumes I to 9 Inclusive,
a movement has been, started by the 20th. The average number of days
of the late Charles W.
Price $5.00, Postpaid
school board to have a permanent Bta- - with 6.01 inch or more precipitation Santa Fe,
MUIiey
UIgeM
dium for school children constructed was five. The district averages were Dudrow.
the
further
Thero being nothing
in the park. Grant Park lies along the as follows:
No. 7, 1.06; No. 8, 1.21; Court
adjourned.
'
lake shore Just off the business and No. 9, 1.37 inches.
.VICTOR ORTEGA,
of
center
the city. It
transportation
Probate Judge, Santa Fe, N. M.
was made by reclaiming the land from
Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
Price $7.50, Postpaid
Attest:
the lake.
President Taft's recent message sug
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Decoration Returned.
gesting an amendment to the Pure
Probate Clerk.
Missouri Code Pleadings, APYEgnT?nnNBEW
A foreign-borcitizen of Chicago Food and Drugs law in Its relation to
has returned a royal decoration be- Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
Notice for Publication.
stowed upon him by his former king, such standard medicines as Foley's
Department of the Interior,
$6.17, Postpaid
because he felt he had no right to re- Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
'
:
tain it. The man is Nlcholay A. Grev-sta- Kidney Pills, both of which are true
Forms for Missouri Pleading : : : Price
July 10, 1911.
$5.17, Postpaid
editor of Skandlnaven, a Norwe- medicines carefully compounded of inNotice is hereby given that Pedro
medicinal
The
whose
decoration
on
was
gian publication.
gredients
qualities Gurule,. of Lamy, N. M., who,
July
COMPILED LAWS 1897
that of the Norwegian knighthood of are recognized by the medical profes- 10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
St. Olaf and was conferred several sion Itself es the best known remedial
for lots 1 and 2, and S 2
SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
years ago by King Haakon of Norway agents for the disease they are In- NE
section 2, township 15 N,
in recognition of Mr. Grevstad'g ser- tended to counteract. For over three range 10 E, N. M.
meridian, has
1899, 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909
vice as a newspaper man. ' The occa- decades Foley's Honey and Tar Com- been filed notice of Intention to make
sion for its return is the appointment pound has been a standard remedy for final five year proof, to establish claim
of Mr, GrevBtad by President Taft as coughs, colds and affections of the to the land' above described, before
FOR SALE BY THE
United States minister to Uruguay throat, chest and lungs for children Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
aim rurusua. ine constitution
and for grown persons, and it retains at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of
the acceptance by federal offi today its
above all other August, Mil.
HEW
CO.,
cials of decorations from foreign gov preparations of its kind. Foley Kidney
Claimant names as witness: Nicoeffective
are
and meritor- las Gutierrez, BJas Qarcla, Guadalupe
ernments," explained , Mr. Grevstad. Pills
equally
"While I received the order prior to ious. For sale by all druggists.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. .
Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canonclto,
entering the American diplomatic serN. M.
If yoa want anything on earth Try
vice, I feel that I should ask the conMANUEL R. OTERO,
sent of congress to retain it, and I do a New' Mexican want ad.'
.
m '
.
Register.
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Successor to B. P. Williams
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I
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AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Pbone

139 Red

I

,
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I have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned bv B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST x
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rir yon may want. I will!
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
our patronage.

SELF-INKIN-

4

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Fac-Smil-
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New Mexico Military

institute

ROSWELL,' NEW MEXICO.
"Tho West Point of the Southwest"
i r Ranked by United
States War Department as "Plstlnguished v Institution." Arm) officers detailed by War

Department. Through Academic course, preparing young men tor college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
ot any Military
. Healthiest location
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
ot the West at an elevation ot 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.'
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,'
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges.; Ten buildings, throughly ,
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
fat all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
3. Pi WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
'
't and W. A. FINLET,
,
For particulars and illustrated ca, , ,
talogues address:
- . COL. JA&. W. WILLSON,
'
Snpermteadent
v '!:'s!
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ON THE RIGHT TRACK.
Hail to the tiller of the soil.
He
has won the respect of the world.
Perhaps you have noticed that it isn't
so common to decry his occupation
as it used to be before Uncle Sam discovered it to be a science. Now
young men "are flocking to the agricultural schools and colleges and
many of them are graduating into
positions as experts with the government. One of the latter has just re
turned to Washington after spending
two months ia Spain and Sicily investigating llmion growing. He is
G. Harold Powell,
whose work for
the Department of Agriculture in the
investigation of causes of fruit decay
in cold storage and in transit
at
tracted such wide attention. The ci
trus fruit growers of California held
his talents in such esteem that they
tried to get him to go out there.
When they got up to an offer of $10,- 000 a year salary he succumbed, and
he is now secretary and manager of
the Citrus Protective League of Cantornia, a moaei Dusmess organiza
tion of agriculturists, which has been
fighting for a tariff on lemons that
will permit the industry to survive,
Having secured that tariff, the orga
nization is now combating the organi
zed campaign of the Sicilian import
ers to have it reduced. The latter
have raised a big fund to influence
public opinion in this country and
to affect legislation.
All of which goes to show that the
New Mexican is right when jit urges

NEW MEXICAN
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
circulation
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
;
Southwest.
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the
amonk the intelligent and progressive people
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Fidelity and Deposit Company
AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.

OWNERS

through

.
. $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surpltt&snd Undivided Profit -

SANTA FE, N. M
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ZELAYA AND CASTRO
ON THE SAME ERRAND.

'

NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

it give the ambitious town a county
seat, than it is to shift about county
seats every few years.
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CHILDREN WITH FEEBLE MINDS. FREE TRADE AND MERCHANT
MARINE.
The misplacement of children in
Regular communiBoth of Them Want to Start a Rumpus
Democratic party is at heart
The
too
or
too
them
high
first Monday
cation
schools, getting
to
so
as
In Their Countries
Its representaof each month at
low for their mental capacity, is re- a free trade party
Gain Presidency.
tives in Congress are coquetting a
Hall at
Masonic
sponsible for much of the truancy
were
7.30.
and incorrigibility, according to Hen- little with the tariff now, but
New
to
Mexican)
Leased
Wire
Special
obtain
(By
H. H. DORMAN,
ry M. Goddard of the School for Fee- the party toof both the presidency
San Juan, P. R., July 11. South
houses of ConMaster
ble Minded, Vineland, X. J., a speaker and control
American advices received here today CHAS. E. LINNE?.
at one of the section meetings of the gress, another Wilson bill will - be
Secretary.
say that it is reported that former
National Education Association today. framed and passed within a year.
President Zelaya is endeavoring to
The speaker said that studies at the
But at the same time there would
Santa Fe Chapter No.
start a revolution in Nicaragua and
Vineland institution have shown that u,e no cnance of restoring the
R. A. M. Regular
1,
has the support of a former ally of
per cent of feeble minded- -- j chant Marin 0f the country. The
convocation second
Amernow
South
of
a
disPresident
d
his,
The
j Democratic
ness is hereditary.
speaker
party believes in the
Monday of each rontb
or ican Republic. It is alleged that a rethe estahiisnment ol a
particularly the Binet Meas- - i;sh j,jea 0f raiSing revenues, but it small demonstration farm garden
at Masonic H&3 at
at
every
presentative of the latter met Zelaya
uring Scale for Intelligence, which rejeCts the English idea of ocean school house, and the
7:30 p.m.
of
teaching
and Castro recently in Europe and arhas received official sanction by tne commercej arid in effect says, "if
JOHN H. WALKER.
beginning
agricultural
principles
Godof
invasion
Mr.
an
for
Nicaragua
ranged
New Jersey legislature.
cannot hold their with the
American ships
H. P.
If
this
primary
grades.
and
Venezuela.
dard said in part:
own against foreign ships, why it is were done
ARTHUR SELlGMAN, Secretary.
would
Mexico
New
now,
"The Binet Scale is a method of better
r us- to hire our freighting
outmarvelous accuracy and of great prac- - done bv foreigners. They look with in a few years double its crop maniKidney Diseases Are Curable.
Santa Fe Commander)
its prosperity
under certain conditions. The right
tical value, and can be applied to help indifference upon what Germany has put and multiply
No. 1, K. T. Regular,
would be a decrease of
fold.
There
and
our
some
of
us solve
problems
done bjr keeping her merchant ships idleness and shiftlessness and' an in- medicine must be taken before the dis
conclave fourth Mon
effi-' going during the past three years,
ease has progressed too far. Mr. Permake our school system more
day in each month at
crease of the area under intensive culcient,
and seem altogether oblivious of the tivation. This in turn would make ry A. Pitman, Dale, Texas., says: "I
Masonic Hall at 7:3C
"We are beginning to recognize effect of tne draln of $250,000,000. per
was down in bed for four months with
m.
p.
and
more
railroads
bring,
that many of our difficulties In scnooi annum which the country pays an large cities
kidney and bladder trouble and gall
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C,
would
in
and
be
felt
the
every
uplift
inare the result of differences in
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
nually to foreign ship owners and
born capacity rather man in inDorn wnicn reduces the cash reserve of activity.
Remedy cured me well and sound."
wickedness. ,?It is therefore neces- tbis country just as much, and which
Ask for it For sale by all druggists.
Santa Fe txdge of
STATEHOOD
CHANCES.
sary to have some method of measur- - added to wnat nag' to go abroad to
Perfection No. 1, 14th
how much New Mex
matter
No
ing that inborn capacity.
pay interest and dividends, keeps this
degree. Ancient and Ac
or
may differ as to methods
TOO MUCH EVAPORATION.
"The Research Deparment of the country without a surplus and in such icans
cepted Scottish Rite of
to
state
views
of
as
the
their
present
New Jersey Training School for Fee- a condition that jthe- - failure of one
Free Masonry meets on
hood
at
situation
they
Washington,
The old man came out cf the ranch
Children has carried out crop yCUld utterly prostrate the busi- would all welcome immediate state room and met his wife, Samantha, who the third Monday of each month
a systemac testing of an entire ness 0f tfce country.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
hood and would do almost anything had been
shopping.
school population of 2,000 children,
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
There is yet another feature. The or meet any condition imposed, in
'Samantha," he began enthusiastic
results
The
using this method.
f cotish Rite Masons are cor
ship owners of two or three foreign order to secure it. But no thought- - ally, "yeou
Visiting
mathematical rnnntripR fiT thft ratpR. tn he chare'ed ful
mijy talk about yeour
amount to almos.t a
'
citizen wants to do anything that canned goods all yeou please, but these dially invited to attend.
or
the
Binet
of
the
accuracy
proof
32.
and freights. Now would imperil the chances that New nere
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
for passengers
them
have
dishes
4
evaporated
are
method.
It shows that there
witn tne. tarlfl eliminated and the Mexico has for admission. The at- beaten to a frazzle."
Venerable Master.
per cent of children who are preco- - rightlng ieft t0 tne foreigners, what titude of Senator Smith at Washing
32
HENRY
F.
STEPHENS,
Site?"
'Evaporated dishes,
cious or better in mentality than the
posslbje chance would there be for ton, the chairman of the Senate Com
Secretary.
I Just bad evaporated spinach
'Yes,
are
78
cent
normal.
per
average child,
Amrican merchants and manufac-1- mittee on Territories, has been and an' evaporated asparagus.'
per cent are backward, and 3 per turers t0 extend American trade? If is very friendly to the TerritoVies,
"Do tell!"
B. P. O. E.
cent are
This ratio anytijmg were to be sent abroad and it was a
"Then came evaporated kale as a
grievous mistake on the
Santa Fe. Lodge No.
probably holds almost universally.
those gnlp owners wouM know what part of several of the New Mexican's tide dish an' evaporated pears as des
460, B. P. O. E. holds
"We should have schools or special lt wag
They would flx tne rates contemporaries to ridicule and attack sert"
its regular session on
classes for these precocious children and would at the 6ame time notify him because he was
With a
look In his eyes tne
making an effort
the second and fourth
in order that the natural advantage
of
the
countrymen
shipment to reconcile the well known differ- old man fished through his pockets.
Wednesday of eacb
with which they are born should not and the freignt charged.
Would not ences that exist over the Flood state
"Where be yeour change, SileT" de
month. Visiting brothbe lost, and that they should not the natUral result be that their own hood resolution. They have
manded the thrifty wife.
practi
ers
, are invited and
and
bad
habits
from being country would at once forestall the
learn
ways
e
'Blamed if I know, Mandy," be
forced him to make a
welcome.
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well lighted and ventilated,
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ft TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

PERSONAL MENTION

1

CAPITAL 850,009.00
Does a General Banking

Sif-W.-

hotel.

Established

" ;

'

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

of Camping
and Touring Goods.

KHAKI IS THE FAVORITE
TPniLSFPS. COATS. SHYrTS.
TOP SHOES , AND LEGGINS.

HIGH

2.25

BARGAINS

Fancy Ribbons Flowers
This Month Only.
J

On

Veils

Corner

t

Fed Western ewes

Q 3. To;

Oh, You

LEADER
$1.25 Hat for 50c. while they last.
trschbautn Clothes.
wv.fr

DEPARTMENT

LADIES'

AI.SO CARRIES A FULL

I

LINE OF THIS "STOCK.

High Outing Shoes,
Riding Skirts,

Parlor Market
and Grocery

The

where satis

is absolutely

i

guaranteed.. Nothing
but the best the mar
ket affords for sale. We
still adhere to oiir
first established
us
by

Ex-Go-

f

Kansas

No Sweat Shop Goods!
Special Price Sale!
FINE TAILORED SUITS

Negligee Waists,

K

Gauntlet Gloves,

AUTO COATS, GLOVES AND VEILS.

s
P.

r.nMPANY
WUIIII III! I

Box, 219.

O.

:

:

Phon

j

WE

INSURANCE

Lawrence, Kap. Mr. J. ;F. Stone,
of this city, says, "My wife suffered
for ten years from womanly troubles,
during two years of which she was
totally helpless. She was examined
by many physicians, soma of whom
gave her up to die. Finally she
to take Cardul, and since then
has greatly improved In health. The
tonic, strengthening, and restorative
efJectsuqf,,C5.dult- - tha woman's tonic,
on the womanly constitution, are the

Boiler)

Real Estate
(City

Prop'fty-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

be-ga- n

Surety Bonds
cti

most valuable qualities of this popular medicine. Cardul acts specifically on the womanly constitution. Half
a century of success proves that Car
dul wi'.l do all that is claimed for it.
Try it for your trouble.

Loans on 5anta Fe Real Estate.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices
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Sao Francisco St.

Santa Fe, New Mexico
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STEP SUPPORTERS WILL HELP.
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KeSable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phono Black IX
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SOLE
Electric

IronTTtet-Sta-

Electric

Water
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of chemicals
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LADIES' MISSES' AND CHILDRENS'

that

we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.
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12.35; Sept., 12.1? 2
37
silver, 53 ;
St. Louis, Mo., July 11. Spelter
lT
weak, 5.55.

at any

GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Chicago, July 11. Wheat; f Sept.,
";
90
;
Dec;. 93
Corn Sept., 65
Dec, 64
Oats Sept., 46
Dec, 48
Pork Sept., $15.75; Jan., J15.60 ':

Lard Sept.,

.

Jan.,

$8.42

Ribs

8.40.

Sept., $8.50; Jan., $8.10.
WOOL MARKET.
We also have
Diamond Flour"!
Louis, Mo., July 11 Wool, unTerritory "an4 westerp
Hifh Grade Colorado Milling that is changed.
19; Fine medium 16
mediums, 17
1-i
Pine li1,'
,, v
leader m its class,
' 1
LIVESTOCK-Kansas City, Mo., July 11 Cattle,!
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Dwelling House,
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CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
SIGN WRITING

SNAP PRICE FOR IMMEDIATE CASH SALE

First Class Work Guaranteed

Phone Black

;

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
,309

I

.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract,

Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

San Francisco

Street

;
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4.50.
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6,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
4.35; lambs
steady. Muttons 3.50
5.75
7.00; Fed weathera and year- -

SERVICE
UP

THOSE

DARK

X X X

j

J. P. Steed

Sell Line of

& Son

fjw Auto Sra A

receipts 12,000, market steady. Na-- i
tive steers 4.90
Southern
6,7,5;
CARPENTERS
6.00; Southern cows,
steers, 3.40
and heifers, 2.50
cows
AND CABINETMAKERS.
4.25; Native
and heifers, 2.25
6.35; - Stackers
and feeders 2.75
4.75; Bulls 2.75
.00; Western FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
4.50; Calves 3.50
cows, 2.50

X

Fine Shade Trees, well located.
Will quote

5--

'

SELIGMAN

Worth Investigating

Night Phone Red 58

161

.

1-- 2

Grand Opportunity.

DRUGGISTS

SIGN PAINTING

Work Guaranteed.

PAY

NEATLY

DONE

Phone, Red

115

AND
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Hof

JwUn

Midsummer Closing Out Sale

;.

spot, 12.12
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y
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METALS,

ll.Lead steady,
$4.454.50;. standard copper, quiet;

-

TIU0US
9

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent

,.

1--

FURNITURE GO.

AGKERS-WAGNE- R

whose scientific
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8
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IT IS OUR LEADERsure
it Is and why? Because
no better ii Flour can be

SS
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AND
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Patent

Waddlni X
' Cut Flnwfr
and Table Bouquata and Decoration,
r"'T1" .
' A Specialty Funeral Designs.
town
ordara given eareful attention. An extra charge of 6e a
Out of
for packing on ordere under 93.00.
Fruit in

D. ARRIGHI

frequently
trodden by those

July 11. Call money,
2
2
prime paper, 4 4
Mexican dollars, 45; amalgamated,
69
bid; Atchison,
sugar, 117
113; di'eat Northern, preferred, 135;
New York Central, 10S
bid; Northern Pacilic, 132
Heading, 160
Union PaciSouthern Pacific,-12- 2
fic, 188
steel, 79
Preferred,
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PLANTS,

low summer temperature, the
man
woman
and
feels the call to keep cool.
average
There are months in the year when one enjoys sitting in a
v
hammock or reclining in a wicker chair on the porch ; or, better still, gently swinging as the zephyrs fan one's cheek.
We have HAMMOCKS, pORCH SETTEES, SWINGS, and
many other things in wicker, including some neat BASKETS,
and there is no reason the delights of the good old summer
time should not be yours. Come and see our assortment.

New Yqrk, July

Jin

Our Stock of WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE,. CUT
GLASS, FINE CHINA ano Jo wtUKY is selected-- ,
v $ personally, and we stand back of every article.

rjVEN in Santa Fe, with its

StoreJ
Drug
Is most

these are cordially invited to attend
the fete. It was to be held at the
home of Mrs. Patterson and Mrs.
Byrd but owing to the dampness of
the grounds it will be given at Dr.

MONt--

Boss

SOME SATISFACTION
buying...
is
that
Absolutely Reliable,,
Jewelry

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

The Pathway to the

MARKET REPORT

you by our

JOHN, PFLUEGER, THE SHOEMAN

-

go.

want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then

Arch Props and Supporters.

-

11 a

If you

...WE ALSO HAVE...
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s.

Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Goebel. He has made a
fine record with the Westinghouse
Company in the Smoky City and will
likely be sent to Eurppe by that com
pany to look after Important business.
He is a Santa Fe. .boy and reflects
credit on the Anclen City.
The marriage of M!iss .Mary" N. Mil
ler to Dr. Charles Freeman will take
place at .noon tomorrow. Dr. Freeman
is dean of the faculty of Westmin
ster college atyNew Wilmington, Pa.
A reception will be held from 8 to
11 o'clock this evening at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. C O. Harrison on
East Palace Avenue,' in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Williams
who will
soon leave Santa Fe. They
have
many friends in the city and all of

New York,

ONE OF OUR
IN

Sizes and Styles to please Everybody.

burg visiting his parents,

FLOUR

If Your Instep is not Strong
.

$15.00 Suits for $12.50
" " 10.00
12.50
" "
10.00
9.50

;

?

a9

fAiu

Main

49

'

'

KAW)

C.30.

w

OUR

Straw Hats!

A CLEAN-U- P

Hogs Receipts
Market
:3,000.
steady to weak.
Bulk of sales C.30
& C.4.";
Heavy C.33 et 6.45; Packers
and butchers, 6.30 & 635; Light 6.25

Plaza

K1VE

3.80.

Chicago, 111., July 11. Cattle, receipts 3,0000(1, market slow and Eteady,
Beeves 4.856.90; Texas steers 4.60g)
G.00O;
western
steers 4. 75(35.900;
stockers and feeders 3.00&5.10; cows
and heifers 2.35'S3.75; calves 5.751

MISS A. MUGLER
South-Eas-

r'Alit

Main.
Phone
Phone 49
several weeks.
J.
Roberts
Clarence
arrived
Judge
this morning from his home in Raton
and will remain during the entire week
hearing cases in his chambers on the
Haza. Las Vegas Optic.
Paul Staab and H. B. Hale have returned from a sojourn at Trout
Springs on the upper Gallinas, fifty
miles east of Santa Fe. They were
place
L Posner, postmaster and merchant at the Nordhaus cottage and had ai
at.Abiqulu, Rio Arriba county is at good time BsSing.
ifaCtiOll
,
uu came Here irom
me Mumezuuia uuiei.
j.uis- - .ayicr,
H. D. Tompkins, who sells steam Los Angeles and hus been visiting
radiators and travels out of Kansas Miss Ruth Laughlin, has left for New
'
York where she will embark for En- City Is at .the Palace.
bne expects to return to San- B. G. Randall, wro owns a flour mill E'anu.
at Taos, Is at. the Palace. He is ac- - ta e next summer
Curry left this afternoon
ompanied by Mrs. Randall.
old
Henry Essinger, the well known, for Albuquerque to address the Com- salesman and former resident of San mercial Club on statehood and from policy
there will return to Santa Fe tomorta Fe, Is at the Montezuma hotel.
of
Miss Jeannette Ward, who has been row. He will leave in the evening
visiting Miss Carolyn Michaels, has for Tularosa, Ot ro county, his home.
John Ervien, son of Land Commis-- !
returned to her home at Las Vegas
Attorney W. A. Ward of Artesia, sioner and Mrs. R. P. Ervien has. re
City Corn-Fe- d
Eddy county, who expects to enter turned from Oklahoma, escaping a
SMthe ministry .'shortly .was a Santa Fe temperature of 111 in the shade and
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
,
.
,
visitor on .sunuay.
coming to the bracing climate of SansumMiss Thyra Strommwho has eeri ta Fe for the remainder of the
Veal and Lamb.
yislting berevleft today.'forJ.y,Tork mer.. Mr. Ervien is well known and
to popular in the younger set and his
and. thence, will go
spend the remainder of, tnVHbuiamer. J many friends are glad to see him Home-Dressed
Charles Sharp, who drives tfre '"Yel- hom.e again.
Poultry, Fresh
low Kid" which !r the ' well knowu
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
auto that carries the"4 mall ' from division of the general land office at Sish, Fruits and
Vegetables
Vaughn to Roswell, is at the Palace. Santa Fe, arrived here last night from
Charles R. Easley, a prominent San- Trinidad, where he, had been on busiSCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
ta Fe attorney, arrived this afternoon ness. Mr. Moore has business before
and will spend a short time here look Land Commissioner Robert L. M. BAKING POWDER AND
EXTRACTS.
Las Vegas Ross concerning contested claims.
ing after, legal business.
Optic.
One of these matters was heard this
Bert M. Casley," special executive of morning and another will be heard Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
the Capital Life Insurance Company of Wednesday. Las Vegas Optic.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
W.
H. Shackleford, a prominent
Denver, is in the city and will leave
this evening for the north with A. M. finacier of Kansas City, was a caller
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
this morning on Deputy Insurance
Bergere,
Commissioner
M.
P.
Lienau.
A.
Mr.
Dr. F. Huene, a German physician
is a sightseer registered at the Pal-ap- Shackleford said that Santa Fe has,
He is well impressed with San the most wonderful climate he has
ta Fe and expects to remain here yet enjoyed and herhinks the An
cient City will became the most faPROPRIETOR.
mous summer, resort in the country.
KANSAS WOMAN HELPLESS
Gordon Goebel Is home from Pitts-

Outing Outfits!
pWe Make a Specialty

yings, 4.75

ONE THIRD OFF

Mrs. Walter will not be at home to
callers tomorrow.
F. W. Reed, a jewelry salesman of
Los Angeles, Is at the Palace.
D. L. Williams of the forestry service is here from the Duke City.
J. F. Quinn, the dry goods salesman of St. Joseph, Mo., is at the Palace.
K. P. Ho'.comb of the U. S. Indian
Bureau at Washington, D. C, is in
.
?
town.
. Mrs. Paten and Mrs. Moulton,, east
Palace avenue, will not be at home tomorrow.
,Oo5. E. IV. Dobson is here from Al
buquerque. He is stopping at the
Palace hotel.
Miss Martha B. Smith has return
ed from a week's visit in Santa Fe.
Las Vegas Optic.

Business

H. F. STEPHENS. Caahier,
President
'
eRIFFIIir Asst. Cashier ' "

t

MILLINERY

Bias Duran of Duran Is at the

Your Patronage Solicited
. B. LAUGHLIN,

J
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Electric Stoves
Electric Curling: Irons
Electric Chafing; Dishes'
Electric ; Tea Pots

the
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Leever's career has been a remarkable one, and shows the old Pirate to
have been on of the greatest pitchers
in the history of the game. For 12
full seasons and part of another pennant race he had been a member of
the Pittsburg team and until the flight
of time cut him down to emergency
roles, a few years ago, he always
ranked as one of the most successful
slabmen in the majors. Indeed, there
is one feature to his record that put
him in a class of his own, for he was
champion pitcher of the National
league no less than than three times
1.901, 1903 and 1905 while his name
also appeared at the head of the list
in two other years, though he did not
participate In a sufficient number of
games to earn the title of leader.
Leever, who Is now thirty-eigh- t
years of age, was secured by the Pittsburg club of the Atlantic league, W.
H. Watklns being then manager of
the pirates. Sam was troubled with a
sore arm and pitched only one game
that season, but the following year he
was back with bells on, and from that
time on ranked as one of the greatest
Singers in the business.
Since joining the Pittsburg team
Leever pitched a grand total of 290
games, and while this is not as much
work as some other veteran heavers
have done, the records of few rivals
are to be compared with that of Lee
matter of
ver In the
percentage of victories. Of those 290
games pitched, Leever won no leES
that 193 contests, against only 97
lost, for the remarkable percentage of

pin
TYPEWRITERS.

(Connects ai Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train both Northland Soutb.ZI
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
SStage Tor Van Houteo f, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
furnished. Ribbons and supa.
9:00
ra.
f.
at
M..
M.,
dally excepj platens
9tae leaves Uteuu Park. N, J3.50 for Mllzibethtown,
sold, exchanged
plies.
Typewriters
carried
free.
round
trip; tlfty pound baggage
andays, Kare fo one way
and rented. Standard makes handled
Dus Mcines. N. M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives fromlthe
U. 4 3. train leave
AH repair work and typewriters guar
tb at 4:38 a. in

t

&.

F

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

WILLIAM,

M.

anteed.

Santa Fe Typewriter

change.

Phone 231.

Ex

G. P. Agent,

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Frnm Santa Fe

Attorney-at-La-

T

H Pasa Bisbeei DoM,M

Santa Fe,

m.

points iB Nwr
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theace
aU

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

jl When You Think

pushes

Court and Arrival of
Statehood.
Readers of the Record being more
interested In statehood than in almost any other matter of public importance; a reporter of the only daily
on this side of the mountains this
morning called on the Hon. Wrm. H.
Pope, Chief Justice of the Territory
to request his views upon the transition from territorial ' conditions to
statehood.
The reporter was received by the
Chief Justice, at his official chambers
with his well known urbanity, and he
courteously answered all questions
asked him.
When asked in what condition the
judicial affairs would be if statehood
should be secured by the action of
the present congress he was prompt
for the
to answer that speaking
supreme court and for his judicial district, statehood, if obtained from the
present congress, would find the record of these courts in an entirely satisfactory condition, and that the supreme court would turn over to its
successors, under the new state re
gime, a virtually clear docket, excepting of course, the comparatively
few new cases that might be filed in
that court during the few months preceding actual statehood, and that he
had every hope of turning over to
his succesor. in his district, sub
stantially clear dockets in each of the
four counties comprising the district.
When the reporter entered the
chambers of the Chief Justice he
found him, as he expected to find him
hard at work In the zealous and con
scientious .discharge of his official du
ties. It is no secret that the Chief
Justice is regarded as perhaps the
Hardest worker on the bench in this

weak women strong and aiek women
well, and tlvea them freedom from pain,
it eatabllshea reiularlty, subdues Inflam-

mation, heals ulceration and cures
male weakness.

j.

A

E. C. ABBOTT

GOOD

cloth-bindin-

OLOGIES AND ISMS
MEET WITH CONDEMNATION.

RATES

TOURIST

G. W. PRICHARD

1

'

All

PIO fRANDE:

SUBSTITUTE.

V

,

Colo.

Pueblo,

16.35

St. Louis,

44.35

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land
Taos,

TO SEPTEMBER

.

at

.

...

30, LIMIT OCTOBER 31.
New Mexican

New Mexico

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & 8tocke.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stockB of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taoi county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

.....

State Fair

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
o: Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.

10, II, 12, 13, 14, 1911,

The New Mexican ranting company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justice of the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made ot
RAILROADS
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
"I
l .i in, ii rt
tl
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the fees of justice
WriteTfor Premium List
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the flrst page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civU and criminal dockets.
ISAAC BARTH,
JOHN B. McMANUS,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
Secretary-Manage- r.
President.
book, 80 pases civil and S20 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
I2.7E
Hilario
of
Notice for Publication.
Santa Fe, N. M.; Civil or Criminal
Garcia,
J .. 4.00
Crluit.-Civil
and
Combined
Teofllo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri(07533. )
For 45 cents additional tor a single
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Pecos,
Copy to forest supervisor,
of
M.
N.
Lopez,
Pecos,
N. M.
combination docket, they will be sent
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
by mall or prepaid express. Cash io
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Register.
order. State
full must accompany
June 13, 1911.
plainly whether English or Spanish
TO
FROM
AND
ROSWELL
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
printed beading Is. wanted.
Connections made with Automobile
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
dally. Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills.
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for line at Vaughn for Roswell,
sec. 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- For their kidney and bladder ailNE
11 E, has filed notice ot intention to well at 8:30 a. D. and arrives at Ros- ments, and for annoying urinary irreg
make final five-yeproof, to estab-- i well at 3:30 p. m. Automoulle leaves ularities are always grateful both for
llsh claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The the quick and permanent relief they
tonic and
before register or receiver, U. S. Land 'are between Santa F and Torrance afford, and for their
Office, at Santa Fe. N. M., on the 21st is $5.80 and between Torrance and strengthening effect as well. Try Fo
Roswell 10.
Reserve seats on auto- ley Kidney Pills. For ta:e by all
"day of July, 1911.
mobile by wire. J. W fftockard.
Claimant names at witnesses;

EXCURSION

Abl-qui-

Coronado.

Samuel Murphy, Las Vegas; F. W.
Wallace, Forsyth; Samuel Wrilscn,
Espanola; Bias Duran, Duran.
List of Guests at Ojo Caliente Hot
Springs H. F. Wade Harry B. Wade,
J. F. Vaught, Antonito; J. E. Larkin,
Cripple Creek;; R. M. Foree, Ky.;
James O'Brien, Denver; Frank Hays,
Las Vegas; T. M. Martinez, Alamosa,
Colo. ; J. P. Mclntire and wife, La Jara,
Colo. ; J. A. Garcia, Conejos, Colo. ; Mc.
McDougal, Espanola, N. M.; A. B.
Woodman, Denver, Colo.; J. L. Liter,
New York; C. Driver, Antonito, Colo;

"General science will not only give W. W. Shelan, Los
Angeles, Cal.; W.
iu an siuuems meas wnicn win De oi iM. Davies and E. P. Davies, Santa Fe.
the greatest service to them, but byiTho number of ani
,s
and
Th
enmuiaung eieiueiuary material com-- i shin very good.
country
mon io an, ii win advance tne stand round is
green.
ard of work in subsequent scientific
courses.
are composed oi
Kidney
'Educators are ageed generally as Foley
selected
for
Ingredients specially

Pls

1

s'

'

their

corrective, healing, tonic, and
effect upon tne kidneys
y
They
are antiseptic, anvillthic and a uric

.SJIU

school and university In developing
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Btimulatlng

high school curriculum
ordinary T,
rv,
..,.
fers the best preparation for life.
'
.
com-of
are
half
the students
Nearly
.
.
..
monly in the freshmen class; three- "nt
quarters of, those
entering high
"f
h f
lrla D.
schoo leave before the Junior year;
have cauBed
heg ,n the CdLllsbai
less than ten per cent go to any orcnardB t0
ripen so rapidly that
A thefe Js no market
higher institution of learning.
for them
Tney
,,
square deal for the great mass of OM voI noA at Q
students who do not continue their ln the orcnards but even then
large
schooling should be the chief care of
hine- fpfl tn th hnM.
the high school.
"Recalling these facts, few main-- !
tain that the science work as usual y
gmall Hoid,ng aa,m m 32410138o9
given would furnish the best possible Department of the IntenoH
,
for
life.
geo-preparation
Physical
stat..
nfl,
graphy cannot (probably no single j
in lai-P v m
s.tn
science can) justify itself on this' ba-- j
Notlce lg hereby given tnat the
0f-,o-
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anOrogram.
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tice of his intention to make final
Hay Fever and Summer Colds.
proof in support of his claim under
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Honey and Tar Compound will do it. 3, 1891, (26 Stats., S54), as amended
E. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chiby the act of February 21. 1893 (27
cago, writes: "I have been greatly Stats., 470), and that said proof will
troubled
during th3 hot summer be made before U. S. Commissioner
De Hltt Lawn mowers are so high
months with Hay Fever and find that Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
priced I wish I could think of a good
by using Foley's Honey and Tar Com July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia da
substitute.
De Witt A few children to play on pound 1 get great relief." Many oth Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
the lawn will make one entirely un ers who suffer similarly will be glad Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
to benefit by Mr. Stewart's experi- In Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
necessary.
ence. For sale by all druggists.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Plea to the Angler.
possession of said tract for twenty
"Let me sleep," In pleading terms.
Was couched the minnow's wish.
years next preceding the survey of
'The early birds may have your worms
the township, viz:
They are not good for fish."
I
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala- Palace.
Charles Sharp, Roswell; A. M. Ber- - sar, Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar-gerAn
8crapper.
J. F. Quinn, St. Joe; Dr. cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
"It was Alexander, I believe, who W. F.City;
B.
Hayward.l Any person who desires to protest
Haas,Hope;J.
wept for more worlds to conquer."
D. A. Hossock, Meeker, Colo; j against the allowance of said proof,
City;
"Yes. It's a pity he wasn't born
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Randall, Taos; lor who knows of any substantial rea-D- r.
later."
A. E. Patten, Ozark, Mo; Dr. 3 son under the laws and regulations of
"Why so."
such
G. Small, City; J. Eaton, Las Vegas;! the Interior Department why
"He might have been able to pose
should not be allowed will be
W. W. Epperson,
R.
Dr.
Coleman,
proof
as the 'White man's hope.'"
Waco, Texas; Dr. F. K. Huene, Til-- j given an opportunity at the1 above-singeGermany; E. W. Saunders, mentioned time and place to cross-ex-SAnd There Are Others.
claim-forLouis;
George A. Pomeroy, Rock-- : amine the witnesses of said
Do you like Raymond?
Danderine
111;
F. W. Reed, Los Angeles; ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Elcaya Well, the more I think ot
E. Ricker, R. D. Brown, W. of that submitted1 by claimant.
him the less I think of him. Harvard George
M. Leitsch, Kansas City; Carl Nelson,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Lampoon.
Register.
Hutchinson; H. D. Tompkins, Kansas
e,

Investments

Building or Union Depot.

ALBUQUERQUE,
October 9,

s'

Old-Tim- e

PROBERT A COMPANY
Tickets and Reservations

'Olo-gie-

Hotel Arrivals.

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts in
the Territory.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe

ON SALE DAILY
1

Law.
New Mexico.

H, L. ORTIZ,

Correspondingly Low Rates to all Other Points
JUNE

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

50.35

St. Paul,

21.10

Denver,

Santa Fe,

.35

18.15

Springs,

Public

,jnU&

$85.35

$

the

t,

HARRY D. MOULTON

ROUNDTRIP FROM SANTA FE TO

Chicago,

in

I

Attorney-at-La-

50.35

.Students

be Taught

(By Special Leased Wire tn New Mexican!
San Francisco, Cal., July 11
and 'isms' in connection with
courses in science were condemned
at a department meeting of the Nation,
al Education Association today by
Professor W. C. Morgan, University
of California, who said:
"The most important contribution
which science has to make toward
the education of the people should be
offered in the first year, the fundamental Ideas affecting the life and
welfare of mankind,
whether they
come from one science or from many.
This means a general science course,
treating those things which come
within the general experience of the
class.
It should teach things, not
'ologies" or 'isms.' It should never be
a series of sin weeks courses in half
a dozen different sciences, but rather
something like the old natural

(Scenic Line of the World)

Atlantic City,

Should

Science

Schools.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all th District Court'
and give? special atteiitVun to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M

VIA

City; E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; E.
E. Mathes, Artesia;
George W. Sfars,
Wilmer C. Roberts, Albuquerque.
Monteruma.
R. G. Schairer, Clinton, Texas;.
Branch Crage, El Paso; A.-- i Jones,
Milwaukee; Henry Essinger; El Paso; R. E. Curry, St. Louis; Col. - A.
Singer, Albuquerque; I. Posner,
C. G. McQuade, Chicago; W. T.
Lewis, Seattle; W G. Reed, Galveston; A. B. Schley, Albuquerque; W.
H. Shackleford, Kansas City; Dr. J.
S. Capes, Albuquerque;
H. S. Hollo-way- ,
Tucumcari; D. L. William,
,

General

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Su
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.

e

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
free. All correspondence strictly nrivate and sacredly
conhdential. write witnout tear and without fee to World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
If you want a book that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to care
them at home, send 21 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
illustrated
only, and he will send you a free copy of his great thousand-pag- e
Medical
Adviser
Sense
Common
revised,
edition, in paper covers.
31
In handsome
stamps.

,

Agent.
EUGENE FOX, a. Pasop.Texas.

1

Of the pain which many women experience with every
month it makes the gentleness and kindness always associated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general no woman rebels against what (he regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
not gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.
Sr. Pierce' b Favorite Prescription make

The Supreme

Territory. Veterans at the war nave
wondered that a man of his apparently frail physique can work so const
antly ana energetically upon aocKeis
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
so overcrowded, as they are in this
district, with cases, and some of(
C. W. G. WARD
them of the gravest importance, without taking a vacation, and yet withTerritorial District Attorn y
.666.
out suffering a breakdown.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Judge Pope is now at work on de
K0NEY WORTH HALF OF TEAM cisions to be handed down by the su
preme court at the August session.
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
He stated that court would meet at
Cardi
of
Bresnahan
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Maanger Roger
Santa Fe, August 15th, and would
nals Wouldn't Trade His Star to
,
Attorneys at Law.
New York Giants.
probably be in session until SeptemPractice in tha courts and before
ber. This will be probably one of
,
Land Department.
Roger Bresnahan, manager of the the most important sessions for sev
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- Cardinals, was all worked up the other eral years. Roswell Record.
day over the report that he had gone
N. M.
to New York to close a trade In which
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in tje Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.

For rates and full information address

SUMMER

New Mexlc

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

EAST

THE

,

....

PAUL A. F. WALTER

EDiTflBlwL

by

In Clarence Beaumont, who was finally let out of fast company by Chicago.

WANTED Men and Doys In Los
Small pay hue can learn
Angeles.
of automobiles, electricity,
trade
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con
tract jobs. 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. United Trade School
.... Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

9 32

8 55
9 05
8 20
8 02

am

& Co.

FOR SALE Seven room housi
hath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

1 &
1

;,doifax

68
76
82

..'

12

liedman

31

g

2

Lv.. Dcs Moines. N. M...Ar
Kllllialdo

0

Released

Recently

Pittsburg, Had Remarkable Career
Twelve Year a Pirate.

The recent release of Pitcher Sam
Store room on lower Leever
by Pittsburg maris the passstreet D. S. Lowitzki.
ing of the last remnant of the old
team as it was made up beWANTED A cook at United States Pittsburg
fore the consolidation of the Pirates
of
Indian School. Apply
Manager
and Louisville,
when the National
Club.
league circuit was reduced from 12 to
8 clubs.
Until the season of 1907
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cotbrought a deal with Boston, Leever
tage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat. had one old comrade of the late 90's

(Read Up)
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Ed Konetchy.
Ed Konetchy was to figure. Bresna
han denied the report-hotly- .
"I would not trade Ed for half of
the New York club and McGraw
thrown In," was the way Roger put it.
"You can put this up as strong as
you like: I have absolutely no inten
tion of letting go ot Koney. My visit
to New York was on business, but not
In relation to Koney."
Will Train Together.
A plan to have the Cincinnati Na
tional and Boston American baseball
teams do their spring training togeth
ed permanently in some southern city
and share the expense, has been
agreed upon by the owners, according
to announcement made. It is proposed
to establish a training camp with
clubhouse to be used Jointly by the
teams and with two baseball fields
near by. Instead of depending on ho
tels, the players will have their quar
ters and eat at the clubhouse, under
the direction of the trainers. A gym
naslum will be a feature of the club
house.
Few Modern Hitting Pitchers.
Clark Griffith of the Reds regrets
there are so few pitchers in the
modern game who can bit like those
of 20 years ago. The team that has
a slamming twirler and a
catcher Is sending nine sluggers
against seven men who can hit but
who are handicapped by two almost
certain outs, declares the Old Fox.
and the arithmetic is all in favor of
the nine who can use their bats.

I

t.

d,

It Makes a Difference.
"He always was a bad egg, but no
body seemed to notice it while he
was rich."
"Yes, he was all right until he was
broke." Sacred Heart Review.
Fitting Fate.
"So the supreme court has fired the
tobacco trust, too."
"Yes, it's smoked out.."
Had His Breakfast
"How do you like the new oatmeal
soap?" inquired the barber, wielding
th lather brush with extraordinary
freedom.
"Seems nourishing," the customet
replied with a splutter, "but I've bad
my breakfast." Judge.
HE WAS A VICTIM.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via Ogden, $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7 to H.

hard-hittin- g

Richly Endowed.
parson was loudly inveighing
against certain schools. He finished
by declaring that he was thankful bo
bad never "rubbed his back up against
any one."
"Do I understand the brother to say
that he thanks God for his Ignor
ance ?" asked the bishop.
"Well, yes. If you want to put It
that way," he replied.
"Then all I have to add," said the
bishop unctuously, "is that the brother has a great deal to be thankful
'
for." Argonaut

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.
June 1st to September 30th,
Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,

A

Direct Routes,,

$41 .90
CC AA

JuuUU

Return limit, Sep
June 27th to 30th, July 1st to 5th.
tember 15th, 1911. Liberar.Stop-Ove- r
Privileges.

Dates of Sale,

trtisn

ftTiaj i'j,

,

For further particulars call on
any agent of the Santa Fe

II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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The Magic
Strain
By

DOROTHY

i nave nis address here." "He'drew
forth a card and as Professor Vaughn
took it he smiled, for the name was
his own, with minute detail as to how
to reach his studio.
"We will take our first lesson this
afternoon, then," laughed Professor
Vaughn, extending a hand to Celeda.
You are " began the boy.
"Yes; I am and this is my daugh
ter," said the professor, drawing Mildred nearer.
The eyes of the two met for a brief
morpent, then drew quickly apart.
I
ieieaa turned to tne professor.
bad Intended filling any engagements
I plight secure, restaurants or anything sb that I might add to the small
maintenance I have, but now," he
paused, "I will respect my name for
you." He did not look at Mildred
when he. spoke, but something gave
ILLNESS
the one word "you" a personal

THE

SOAP

DOUGLAS

The Marlon ploughed her way silently through the moonlit sea. There
was scarcely
ripple stirring to break
'.T.1"I-j,"the perfect calm.
seems almost superhuman this
wonderful night, doesn't it?" A mere
slip of a girl, leaning far over the railing and peering at the ripples scrambling at the boat's sides, looked up at
her companion.
"I should certainly call it so," replied the man, meeting the glance in
her eyes.
Suddenly Mildred Vaughan started,
"What's that!" She darted off and
stood a few yards distant listening to
the strains of a violin which crept up
from below. She ran back and took
the man by the hand. "Come!" she
cried breathlessly, "somebody wonderful Is on this boat and I want to see
who It is!"
Mark Eldrldge followed her to the
stern of the boat, where she came to
an abrupt stop. Instinctively hushed
by the picture before her. Perhaps
every passenger on board was a
bound listener to a boy who played a
violin.
With the unconsciousness of their
arrival on the scene, Mildred and her
companion had assumed a point of
vantage and could see the musician
as he sat there on the steerage deck.
His profile outlined against the dark
of his violin was like a cameo carved
in moonlight Mildred's heart gave a
strange flutter as she gazed on so per
feet a picture. She glanced at the
steerage passengers; there was an
abandonment in their listening which
spoke volumes. They had succumbed
completely to the magic of the boy's
touch.
When he had finished and the last
note hung like a celestial breeze over
the boat, he slipped quickly away and
was gone before his listeners realized
that they were living humanity. One
by one they stirred and drew in a

During the rest of the voyage, as if
by accord, Celeda and Mildred kept at
opposite ends of the boat It was as
if an electric wire marked the dividing line that neither might cross.
Upon the Saturday
night before
reaching New York Mildred found that
almost without her will she had
strolled to the very nose of the boat
and was standing alone in the breeze
and the moonlight.
May I return your scarf, Miss
Vaughn?" Herman Celeda stood be
side her holding the light scarf which
bad blown off unheeded.
Thank you " She looked out over
the water, then back at him. "You
have avoided me," she said swiftly,
and not knowing why she spoke, "and
I don't see any reason for It!"
He did not speak; his hand tight
ened it's grip on his violin. Suddenly
Mildred felt a desire to break this
man's control. In her youth the only
weapon which came to her mind was
the power to hurt.
"Please don't imagine I mind," she
said' finally.
Still Celeda remained silent, but he
leaned against the big ventilator
which completely hid them from view,
and took out his violin. He drew his
bow and played a gentle, delicate
melody.
The girl listened with bated breath
and rising tears, then sank in a hud
dled heap on the deck with shoulders
trembling.
Celeda put
Mildred!"
'Mildred,
Jown his violin and dropped beside
her on the deck. "I don't want to
tell you how much I love you until I
am worthy. Dear, I have my fame to
make before I can claim you."
'But why am I crying?" she asked
'
tearfully.
"You are crying because you love
me. You dldn t know wnat was tne
matter with you. I knew that this
was coming, that first night when I
saw your eyes like stars, in the moonHe looked into her smiling
light."
eyes. "Homer said that Achilles was
taught music to moderate his emotions." He bent over and touched her
hand with his Hps. "Well this vio
lin has to moderate my love for you
until such time as I can lift you up to
a wonderful height You will come
then, won't you?"
"Yes, boy," she said.

OF

ELEPHANTS
BEES.

AND

Elephants are known to suffer with
rheumatism and fevers, boa constrictors have colic and toothache, and the
little honey bee is subject to diseases
caused by bacilli which at times reach
the virulence of a plague. When an
elephant is 111 the keeper in charge
mixes up a pail of medicated water or
Inserts the proper medicines in apples, and the mammoth eats his way
to recovery or fails In the effort
Snakes are put on a low diet water
and air for a month or two, and they
likewise wriggle themselves back to
health or curl up in preparation for
transportation to the reptilian hereafter. But with the bee pills, po
tions and plasters will not do. It can
not be fed with a spoon or undergo
electrical massage.
The British Beekeepers" association
is Just now fighting
the scourge
among its untold millions of honey
The disease has made
producers.
such rapid headway that the supply
of honey will be greatly reduced.
It
is supposed to have been introduced
Into Great Britain from warmer and
drier continental countries. To check
it bees are being reared in the coldest
and dampest parts of England. Those
that survive possess a hardiness
which makes them abler to resist the
diseases which affect bees of less
vigor.
The American
bee is, generally
speaking, a healthy insect, and American honey is not surpassed by any in
the world.
GRANDMOTHER

OF MONARCHS.

It Is curious to think how many
thrones are and will be occupied by
the descendants of the late Queen Victoria. In Prussia we have her eldest
grandson. Kaiser Wilhelm; In Norway
her granddaughter. Queen
reigns
Maud. In Sweden the crown princess
is a granddaughter of the late queen,
and other grandchildren are the Grand
Duke ofHesse, the Crown Princess of
Greece, the Empress of Russia, the
Crown Princess of Rumania, the Queen
ot Spain, the hereditary Princess ot
Among the greatgrandchildren of the late queen are
the German crown prince, the czare-witcthe Prince of the Asturlas,
Prince George of Greece, the eldest
son of the crown prince of that ilk,
Prince Carol of Rumania, the Crown
MARRIED
FORGOT HE WAS
Prince of Norway and Prince Gustav
of Sweden no less than seven kings,
Absent-Minde- d
Husband Takes Wife and two of them are heirs of empires.
Home and Attempts to Leave
In a very short time there will be no
Her as of Old.
royal family in Europe that is not deOut

The Marion Silently

Ploughed

Her

Way.
long breath of the night air. In the
nervous effort at conversation which
followed, Mildred Vaughn drew near
her father, who had been a tense list
ener. Professor Vaughn, the worldfamon Instructor of the violin, had
been spellbound during the playing of
Herman Celeda. He awoke with a
start when Mildred asked breath
-

:

lessly:

i

"Who is he, father?'' Her eyes were
sparkling.
"I don't know. Kiddie. We will go
down to the steerage tomorrow and
see him."
"He must be dreadfully
poor,
daddy."
"With that gift, child V
"la his talent so great, daddy?"
"He Is- one of the chosen rich but
come, it's time little girls were tucked
la their berths." He turned to his
wife. "Isn't it, Molly

r

"And we will see him tomorrow?"
As Mark Eldrldge walked as far as
the companlonway door with Mildred
he felt a strange depression as if
some dear treasure were slipping
from his trrasD.
The next morning Mildred followed
her father down the long passages
which let them out on the steerage
deck. They found the boy of the violin standing at the very nose of the
boat, his head thrown back to the full
force of the wind. He turned upon
hearing footsteps and Mildred met the
inviting charm of his smile. He was
only a lad, perhaps twenty-tw- o
or
three, and there was in him the spon
taneous rreedom of a broad nature.
His face was of an Ivory pallor with
lips of scarlet; his eyes alone,
blazoned forth the brilliant color of
his soul, for the face otherwise was
more ot tne dream type.
Mildred Vaughn was scarcely eighteen, yet her temperament had given
,

her a sensitive Intuition and she felt
nothing so much, as a desire to run
away and hide before meeting this
hoy musician. But Professor Vaughn
was already in conversation with him
and she listened while the younger
ntfR fhoke of his life
"Iran away from home front Aus
tria,' he said, chpslng his words with
the caution of a foreigner new to the
"My parents went ma to
language.
' Mil wine my father Is a wine merchant He thinks I waste my time
on music and threatened to burn my
.
violin, the one which Fradler gave me
when he died and told me"
"Not Paul Fradler!" cried Vaughn.
"My dear friend Paul wrote often of a
boy aurely you are not that boy,
"
Herman Celeda TT '
"Yes, yes," exclaimed Celeda with
'
Quick emotion. ''Fradler he was so
good to me. He taught ma all I know
and when he knew that the end was
coming he he told me .that he would
trust me to but one person for the
,x few mora months of stag?

,""

at tne University

of Nebraska

they used to tell stories ot an absent-minde- d
d
man. He was a tall,
individual by the name of Ryan. Anybody who could think of a
new one on Ryan was sure of a laugh.
Every few days someone would come
out with an alleged absent-minde- d
absurdity on the part of this young

scended from Queen Victoria.
,

FEET AND SANITY.

white-heade-

man.
You would hear one morning that
Ryan had gone home the evening before, walked into the boarding house

next his own under the impression
that he was home, had sat down at
the table and had not aroused from
his abstraction until someone had
called has attention to the mistake.
Next you would hear that Ryan
after finishing his turn in the gym
and put on his coat and hat and started down the street, his mind and his
(treet trousers far away.
But the best story of all was put
over the day after Ryan's wedding.
This was an evening affair.
"Tbey drove away from the church,"
aid the narrator, "and over to the
aeW house that had been all fixed up
for them. When they got to the door
Ryan helps her out tenderly and leads
her up to the door and talks to her a
minute. Then he shakes hands with
her and says, "Well, good night, Lucy.'
""Good night,' says she.
" 'Yes,' says he, 1 guess It's time I
was going home now.'
" Why, Jimmy Ryan, you big it,
she says, "wake up. You live here
how.'"
His Reel Fear.
"So you are still going around,
gambling till the mldnigh hours with
Are you not afraid
poker sharps.
your sins will find you out?"
"I'm not worrying about that If my
wife doesn't"
HELPING

HIM.

PAGE SEVEN

forward, but Ms brother preseatedt
to Pope Gregory XIII., who assembled
a number of learned men to discuss
it. It was passed upon favorably and
adopted, and thus was given to the
world what has since been known' as
the Gregorian calendar. In 1582 Gregory issued a brief abolishing the
Julian calendar in all Catholic countries and introducing the reformed
one.
The reform of the Gregorian or new
on the Julian or old consisted in dropping ten days after October 4, 15S2, so
that the 15th was reckoned immediately after the 4th. Every one hun
dredth year, which by the old style
was a leap year, was to be a corn
mon year, the fourth century, divisible
by four, excepted; that is: 1600 was to
remain a eag year, but 1700, 1800, 1900
were not to De recKonea as such, while
2000 is to be so reckoned.
In this
calendar the length of the solar year
is taken to be 365 days, 5 hours, 49
minutes and 12 seconds, the difference between which and the true
length is immaterial.
SUBSTITUTES

i
D

FOR MATCHES.

A pocket lighting device Is extensively used In France by smokers in
preference to matches, which are expensive in that country, their manu
facture and sale, like tobacco, being
entirely monopolized by the eovern
ment The most popular lighter Is
a nickle-platebox, containing a reservoir, filled with easoline or ben.
zine, communicating with a wick at
the top. By pressing a button the
lid opens, producing a flame by the
friction caused by a small wheel com
ing in contact with a piece of
Most of these devices were
made in Germany.
One lighter will
suffice for 1.500 Ignitions without rn.
newlng the interior parts.
These
lighters became so noDular that the
government has decided to permit
tneir manufacture and sale in France
under very strict regulations.
d

HOW

m

NANTUCKET SLAKES
THIRST.

ITS

There isn't a stream or a brook in
the Island of Nantucket off the New
England coast, but there are plenty of
windmills, which pump water to tanks
and thus supply community needs.
Also, Nantucket possesses what Is believed to be the oldest windmill for
grinding corn in actual operation In
America.
Nathan Wilbur, a Nantucket sailor, who had seen the busy
windmills of Holland, as he sailed
of
abroad, built it out of timbers
wrecked ships in 1746. There has
never been a day in all the 165 years
since that time when the mill has not
been busy. There is always a wind
to turn its outstretched wings.

TOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. iE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY,
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

ad-

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Statistics prove that sanity can be
measured by the feet both in men
8WISS FUNERAL CUSTOMS.
and women, but the rules for the two
sexes are the Inverse of one another.
Swiss funeral customs are most peIn the Paris Academy of Sciences M.
culiar. At the death of a person the
Edmond Perrier read a report by
family inserts a formal,
Messrs. A. Marie and
MacAuliffe, announcement In the papers
asking
which appears conclusive. Sane men
for sympathy, and stating that "the
have large feet, and sane women small
urn" will be exhibited durfeet Conversely, beware of the small- - mourning
certain hours on a special day. In
d
footed male and the
fe ing
front of the bouse where the person
male.
Out of 100 normal men, ac- died there is
placed a little black tato
18
the
have small ble covered with
cording
report,
a black cloth, on
of
100
out
Insane men only which stands a black
feet, and
jar. Into this
24 have large feet
The proportions the friends and
of the
acquaintances
for women are almost exactly red
visdrop little
Twenty-thre- e
versed.
sane women family cards,
sometimes
with a few
of 100 have large feet, and, on the iting of
words
sympathy on them. The urn
contrary, only 18 per cent, of mad is put on the table on the day of the
women have small feet The ancient
funeral. Only men ever go to the
popular opinion that a small toot is
and they generally follow
a beauty In women is thus proved churchyard,
on foot
Even the Chinese may be the hearse
sound.
Justified if, by reducing a woman's
IN
COAL
VACUUM CLEANERS
foot, you may increase her sanity.
black-edge-

large-foote-

--

black-margine-

'

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
thera is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
let

NON-PROGRESSI-

MINES,

DENMARK'S FLAG..

The flag of Denmark, a plain red
banner bearing on it a white cross,
Is the oldest flag now in existence.
For over 300 years both Norway and
Sweden were united with Denmark
under this flag. In the year 1219 King
Waldemar of Denmark, when leading
his troops to battle against the Llvon-ian- s,
saw or thought he saw a bright
light in the form of a cross In the sky.
He held this appearance to be a promise ot divine aid, and pressed forward
to victory. From this time he had
the cross placed on the flag of his
country; and called It the Dannebrog,'
that is, the strength of Denmark.
ORIGIN OF THE THREE

BALLS.

Vacuum cleaners are said to be the
means that will in the future be used
for the purpose of cleaning coal mines
of the dangerous coal dust that has
often been the cause of so much explosion, and through which many miners have lost their lives. The machines are stationed at a suitable distance from the scene of operation.
Two men, each holding the "suction
cleaners," then go over the mine,
drawing the dust from the top, sides,
and bottom through the hose into a
car or truck in waiting, which is then
taken out of the mine and dumped.
Expert mechanics are of opinion that
one machine could thoroughly clean a
half-mil-e
of entries in one night
THE OLD, OLD STORY.

The three golden balls used as a
pawnbroker's sign appeared In England in very early times. The sign
was used by the Lombard merchants
who emigrated to London from Italy.

These merchants established the first
pawnbroker establishments, and It Is
generally held that they adopted the
three golden balls to be borne on
the arms of the Lombard corporation
from the armorial bearings of the
Medici family, which was conspicuous
kmong the Lombard merchant princes

tt Italy.

--

?.

,,.;;.

ORIGIN OF THE CALENDAR.

The Julian year consisted of 365U
days and exceeded by 11 minutes 13.9S
seconds the solar year ot 365 days. 5
hours, 48 minutes, 46 seconds. In consequence of this the equinox in the
course of a few centuries bell back
In the time. of Julius
considerably
Caesar It corresponded to March 36,
Percy Stutter Mist
and by the sixteenth century it had
ly, wil you
wuh-e- r
retrograded to March 11. , it was at
that Is, I
'
"Folks say young Spender married
Dolly Brightly You moat grra me this time that a physician of Verona money."
Ghiraldl
named
for
time to consider, Mr. Stutter. la the
proposed a plan
"Well, It will be a case of a fool
He died be- and
meantime, perhaps, you will be able to amending the calendar.
soon parted.' 'His wife
'
fore he had ODDortunltr to etit it to his money
,
aayltw.
suing for a separation."
.

Kg

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and

THE CHINESE "YANKEE."
The Chinese are said to have Invented spectacles as well as to have been
the originators of the chief of all arts,
printing, the mariner's compass, peculiar stoves, chain bridges, silver
forks, India ink, chain pumps, winnowing machines, and. sad to say, it is
charged that Instead of wooden hams
originating in Connecticut they are
also monuments of Chinese Ingenuity,
and one writer long ago said, referring
to the wooden products, "they are so
adroitly constructed that numerous
buyers are constantly deceived, and
frequently it is not until one is boiled
and ready to be eaten that It Is discovered to be nothing but a large
piece of wood under a hog's skin."

i

The "Hew Mexican" goes into tbe
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

euery post office in Jew Mexico
Dfl

pays to advertise
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, ".

FACE EIGHT

no. 4 Andrews

"Cash"

BOUND

no. a

UP.

Santa Fe, X.M.. July 11, 1911.
New
Mexico Generally
cloudy with local showers to-night and Wednesday.

GROCERY and BAKERY

For

Kansas City Meats
wish to announce that

j

TWO GIRLS HELD
FOR THE GRAND JURY.

Ethel Conrad and Lillian Graham
der $5,000 Bail for Shoot- Ing Stokes,

Un-

The rain camo rinnn stpariilv from
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
12:38 p. m. until 4:25 p. m. and yet
New York, July 11. Ethel Conrad
nf nn inrh.
therp was nnlv
and Lilian Graham, who on June 6,
ad
The Easley Realty Company's
shot W. E. D. Stokes, the millionaire
vertisement today appears for the
D. M. Ferry's Seeds at Goebels.
hotel man. In their apartment, were
fjrst time and the general public will
Child and the Tramp, an
held in $5,000 bail today for the grand
a0ubt be pleased to know that
son irasterpiece, at the Elks tonight this firra
to make a personal
jury on a charge of felonious assault.
expects
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital effort t0
carry on a first dass, up to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mejjcan)
stockhdW-of
At
annual
the
'
meeting
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on date reai estate and collection agency, j
Chicago, 111., July 11 With the corn ers of the New' Mexican Printing Co. ELKS WILL HOLD NEXT
hand. Phone Black 188.
See tne advertisement on page three. crop report construed as bullish and
CONVENTION AT PORTLAND.
at which 269 of the 300 shares of
W.fe Beater Held to Grand
The wellwitn tne European visible supply
Loans on city property.
old
the
were
board
stock
represented,
was
for
held
the kriown firm o 0 c Watson and Com-- !
Lopez
pected to show a big decrease, sthe
consisting (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
grand Jury at Beleu, Valencia county, pany ann0unce through their adver-- ! wneat market today habVan untoward of directors was
Atlantic City, N. J., July 11. Portof Paul A. F. Walter, Jonn K Stauf f er,
yesterday m Jl,50u bond for beating tisement on page fiv that they are turn.
On the other hand, the h&vy
M. Stauffer, Frank P. Sturges land, Oregon, was chosen today by the
Charles
his wife.
now in a position, to handle loans on offerings of the new crop-- ' of wheat
and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter. The dir- Grand Lodge of the Benevolent Proa
Club The
Young People's
Fe pr0perty and their expert-- : here had a decidedly retarding
ectors
organized by electing Paul A. tective Order of Elks as the next meetof the Young People's Social ence shouU V0UchsQfe a liberal pa-- ! feet.
September started at 90
F. Walter, president; Frank P. Stur- ing place.
Club will meet tomorrow night at
a
to
to
x.2
but reached
ln thi8 llne
gain 0f
vice president; Charles M. Staufthe home of Miss Consuelo Bergere tronage
Corn went sharply higher, on ges,
Good Citizen8, LeagUe At a meet-- ! 90
If you want anything on earth trj
on Grant avenue.
fer, general manager, and John K
JjJg o the Good. Citizens' League at account of the government fipres:aB4
and treasurer.
a New Mexican Want Art.
Marriage License Issued This after- - Albuquerque yesterday, it was decided because of the hot weather. 'Sepfem- - Stauffer, secretary
to 1 cent up at 65
noon, Probate Clerk George W. Armi- - to start sucn a eagUe at Santa Fe and ber opened
The market" steadied
jo issued a marriage license to Chas. other New Mexico nlares to work for to 65
freeman ot iew Wilmington, fa., ana the abolishment of the Red Lights, the around 65
New investors competed with shorts
Miss Miller, daughter ot Dr. Miller, j punishment of .iquor dealers violating
Grant avenue.
the gambling and Sunday laws, and for meagre offerings of oats. Septo
to
Tomorrow! the introduction of he
Boy Scouts, Attention!
study of sex tember started
and fell
to 46
forenoon at ten o'clock, the final meet-- , hygiene in the public schools,
higher at 46
Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
ing will be held to arrange for the hike
See vitagraphs Children, in "Win-an- back to 46
camp at Winsors on the upper njng the
at the Elks Grain strength gave provisionsun-aInitial sales were
Given
ifirm tone.
Pecos. All boys are urged to attend.
to 5 cents higher with Sep- F. C. Wilson, scout master.
changed
A
Views
series
of
superb
Pageant
8.45 for lard and 8.50
Makeshift never pays. If a poultry 0f twenty-sisuperb views of the De tember delivery
There was little done In Phone, Black 204.
fence is needed then by all means in-- , Vargas Pageant and Fourth of July for ribs- 405 PALACE AVE.
- ri
pork.
vestigate the Union Lock fence,
to the Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Nusbaum of the staff of the New Mex- Chicago, 111., July 11. Wheat closed ,
cent up for SeptemDer.
firm
Company and let them show you. ico Museum. Bound together
.
they
Their advertisement shows a cut of make a mighty interesting and artls-- ' Corn closed, steady at gain of 1
the fence.
for September.
tic uttle album and separately they 1
.V- I Wall Street
f
Summer Suitings is what W. N. make just the kind of souvenir cards
Townsend and Company are special- - that will find ready sale. Orders for
New York, July 11 Prices ot stock
izing on this week. An absolui sav-- the views will be taken at Fisher's 'ruled somewhat higher during the
morning, following yesterday's reac- ing of twenty-fivper cent for the drug store.
Per chance a straw hat
Bitten by Rattle Snake5 Floyd Fen- - tion on publication of the government
purchaser.
Traders today took a
at half price would strike you. See ner aged 12 years, was bitten by a crop report,
the advertisement.
rattlesnake near Clayton, Union coun- more cheerful view of the crop report
The LoUg Suit of H. S. Kaune and ty, while pulling a rabbit out of a bur- laying special stress on the increase
Company has always been flour. They row. For a time his life was despair-hav- e in corn acreage and the grain carry
ing railroads were among the strong'
just unloaded a car of the Boss prl of. hut ha is now out of dancer.
Patent and rppnmnMind Ir lnof go ftui riaim n.rf :A miff pbim riporl est in the list.
There
strongly as their reputation can make was registered in the probate clerk's Bonds were generally firm.
vr.m
it Mnn
cnmA.
Tivicta iis Lnhotn was considerable selling on Amerlhmt it T.nf nic-ht
declined
which
fours
can
Tobacco
to Benjamin F. Pankey for the land
thing to that for flour.
One Can't Help Loving children at-- , in the San Cristobal grant, the consi-iBusiness was scanty but purchases
uerauon uemg $iu.
Fence and
Money Saver
were at a high level the early after- Union Lock is a Real Poultry
of
the
most
noon
prinshowing
prices
NEW MEXICO "LOOKS GOODV
H
cipal railroad stocks ruling about a
A
92
.point above yesterday's close.
m ixicro
nnntin,.
Y
Union Pacific, Southern Pacific, and
as a result of the 'good weather this''8- Paul- - Atchison. Reading, Lehigh
year. There is heavy colonization vaiiey, ana u. s. steei were
A
in the upward movement
going on in the east and else- - Paratively
;.,
where. But I feel sure that New at intervals.
cot-th- e
D
Mexico is getting go developed
that Liverpool, Eng., July lose
8
ton
to
falr
demand,
sPot
prices
man who comes out to the territory will stay and the class of immi- - Potots lower; American middling fair,
8.28; good middling, 7.96; middling,
rration is of the best. This is most
M
'
:
7.74; low middling, 7.45; good ordin- encouraging."
A
Mr. Fox and Mr. Kurn walked up ary. 7.28; ordinary, 7.03; Sales, 8,000
it
R
town and were warmly greeted bj bales.
"
The market closed steady.
K
many of the friends among the busiFOR SALE BY
ness men of the city. Mr. Fox was1 New York, July 11. Coton Spot
middl-plac- e
closed
15
to
coolest
find
the
quiet;
points higher;
evidently pleased
on the entire Santa Fe system ing uplands, 14.25; middling
gulf,
92
92
and although he had his coat off 14.50.
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on SATURDAY,
We
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.

Edi-!,1-

,

TUESDAY, JULY 11, 1911.

when he walked up town it was due CYCLONE WINS OVER BALLOONS
more to habit than necessity. "You
have a great climate here" he said
(Continued from page one.
"and it is a pleasure to- see the old
city is growing, with new residences over Moline, Illlnos, today. It is bespringing up and many improvements lieved to be leading in the race. .
in the business section."
Topeka Lands at La Harpe.
Topeka, Kans., July 11. The balON
BETTER FEELING
loon Topeka landed four miles from
STOCK AND GRAIN MARKETS. La Harpe, 111., at 8 o'clock this morning.
Corn Goes Sharply Higher and Pro- visions Have Firm Tone. Trad-Th- e
ANNUAL MEETING OF NEW
ers More Cheerful.
MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

seeing "The Vitigraph children,"
at the Elks tonight.
The
Temperature The mercury
ranged from 54 to 73 degrees yesterday and the average relative humi- dity was 69. The precipitation for
24 hours was 0.64 of an inch of rain.
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Jury,

neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage.
A

mem-,Sant-

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone Ho.4.
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

4

1-- 2

We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be
the
best.
Our stock ofTers a wide assortment of

j

'

IN

8

GOLD AND SILVER
FILIGREE

have a complete line of

4

WE Union Lock Poultry Fence,

8

j

J

'

e

Poultry Yard Gates and Galvanized
Netting Staples

j

S.

SPITZ,

,

which we will be very glad to show

The Jeweler

cuts.

you and explain

Tfo

I z

r

DAVID S. L0WIT2KI

u

Dealer in New and Second Hand

m

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

HIGHEST CASH PRICE

:

Phone

cto
to

Hayward's

73

m
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Phone
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-

com-wor-
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Market

E
T

Phone

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

tore hirt Waist Bale

Bo

Saturday, July

8,

is Our Lucky Day

This is the Greatest Shirt Waist Sale you ever saw,
you have attended the Shirt Waist Sales we have held

A CHANCE

"yHAT
unless

a

11-C-

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy
Payments

The

heights, weights, prices, etc.

R

O

PAID FOR
SECOND HAND GOODS

Phone
92

W

m

--

in

as to different

-

O

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

x

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

Come in "and tali vetch with us.
It will
rut obligate buying and it
much.
e vill
plain wij2J conscititci

Time You Owned a Waltham."
vrill show
you the exqui-ritel- y
thin model Walthams of
jthe Coionic! Series and will
the Waltham movement
... liame
lest suiud to your require,

Separate
Mail Orders

d

:

Waltham Watches
Vt

SWEET PEAS

8

4

;

i

ill

2

8

!

heretofore.
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HERE'S THE SITUATION:;;
WE HAVE TOO MANY SHIRT WAISTS and we want to
cleart them out to make room for Fall line. We won't carry
them over, for we simply won't that's all ; and we are going to
sell them at wholesale prices, as prices are i
MV PRICE
IN I
no object, and are going to close them out at
Come in and take your pick
will be right for next season.

but act quickly. The Shirt waist you buy will do you splendid service for this season, and
'

'

;

The reputation of this store WILL BE YOUR GUARANTEE that everything is as represented.

,

